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Part 1
Introduction to Jigging and Casting To Stripers
I have fished my entire life for striped bass and my love for these fish runs deep. 
They travel great distances each year bringing so many anglers in so many places 
such joy. I feel connected to all the anglers that I share this fishery. I love the feel-
ing. 

 As compared to live bait fishing and trolling, casting and vertical jigging are the 
most interactive methods for targeting striped bass. Many people (myself included) 
prefer the top-water action or the subtle feel of a striper picking up a jig on the drop 
to setting a rod in the holder waiting for the fish. Stripers are ideal for casting and 
jigging with artificials. For starters you have hungry and highly competitive migrat-
ing fish that upon arrival in the early and later parts of the seasons are super-ag-
gressive and easy to find. But for the dog days of the summer, stripers are creatures 
of structure, which make less visible fish easy to target as long as you’re fishing the 
right time of the day and stage in the tide. Casting and vertical jigging for strip-
ers never gets boring; there’s a constant flux of different bait types and where and 
when the action is hot and is ever changing. 
Cape Cod great for casting.

Seasonality: All season, but the spring and fall are the peak times for top water ac-
tion. In the heat of the summers, you can expect early morning and sunset to be the 
best times for casting artificials to stripers.

Captain Mike Hogan
Owner, Hogy lures
Publisher, SaltyCape.com
info@hogylures.com
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CASTING & JIGGING FOR STRIPED BASS

Gear: Guide to Selecting Striper Rods #105
Rods are generally rated by their “action” and their “power” and also include spe-
cifics such as lure weight range and recommended line strength, also known as 
“pound test.”  An entire book could be written about rod and reel combos and their 
nuances, but we take a very basic approach at Hogy where we focus on just a few 
outfits that will suit the angler well in any situation you can think of when targeting 
stripers with artificials.

Rod Action
The industry uses the term “action” to describe where and how a rod will bend once 
it is loaded. Understanding a rod’s action is important in that a rod with right action 
with the right lure will make it far easier to accomplish what you are trying to do, 
whether it’s casting distance or imparting the fishiest action to the lure. Rods can 
be broken into three actions; each has its place in modern striped bass fishing:

1. Fast Action: A fast action rod is relatively stiff and has a lighter tip, where only 
the top 1/3 of the rod bends when casting or under light strain. Orvis refers to this a 
“Tip Flex” in their fly rod series.

• Fast action rods are good for hook sets because the rod loads to the stiff 
portion of the rod quickly

• They allow for more accurate casting 

• Fast action rods are good for casting lighter lures on relatively heavy gear 
as you can cast a light lure by mainly using the tip portion of the rod.

• Fast action rods do not overload (meaning lures that might be slightly too 
heavy for the rod) very well. Not sure what you mean by this

• Fast action rods require an advanced caster, as it can be more difficult to 
feel the point at which the rod loads, or bends enough, to allow for an ef-
fective cast. 

• Fast action rods are not ideal for vertical jigging

• Fast action rods are ideal as part of a light or ultra-light set up and work 
well with Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures, Hogy Originals, and smaller plugs such 
as poppers and sliders. I use mine for early spring fishing and during albie 
season.
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CASTING & JIGGING FOR STRIPED BASS

2. Moderate Action: A moderate rod offers a more parabolic bend when loaded, so 
when there is a load on the blank, it bends through the top half of the rod when 
loaded. Orvis, refers this more descriptively as “Mid Flex” when referring to their 
brand of fly rods.

• Moderate action rods are great for casting larger softbaits, plugs and 
heavier lures where much of the rod is supporting the lure in the cast.

• If you are “overloading” the rod, you can “lob cast” and use much more of 
the blank.

• Moderate action rods are easier to cast.

• They are more enjoyable to fight big fish as the rod will bend farther down 
towards the angler’s hands, providing more “feel” when it comes to decid-
ing how much pressure to apply at different points in the fight.

• They will do a reasonably good job switching over from casting to vertical 
jigging.

• Moderate action rods are ideal for larger Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures, larger 
Hogy Originals, and medium to large poppers and sliders. I use moderate 
action rods for the bulk of my fishing with larger lures in the late spring, 
throughout the summer, and into the fall. This rod action is probably the 
most versatile in terms of a lure casting set up for the weekend angler.

3. Slow Action: A slow action rod has the greatest parabolic action as it has uni-
form bend throughout the entire rod blank. As soon as the rod is loaded, it bends 
throughout the blank from tip to butt. Fiberglass rods were known for their slow 
action, but with the advent of graphite blanks, this action is not as common today 
in rods used for casting. They are, however, an excellent choice for other applica-
tions.

• Slow action rods are ideal for vertical jigging and trolling where the strikes 
are often sudden and violent. The rod absorbs some of the energy, which 
helps avoid popping the hook.

• They are also good for live bait fishing where the bites are sensitive and 
you want a slow pick up paired with a soft rod.

• Slow action rods are a good choice when using vertical jigs or trolling 
tubes, umbrella rigs, and jigs, both on wire and lead core. 
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Rod Power
A rod’s power refers to how much weight or load the rod is designed to handle. 
You’ll often see ratings such as ultra-light, light, medium, medium heavy, heavy, 
extra heavy. This rating will also come with line test and weight size ranges. 

Unlike a rod’s “action” where you know where it will bend when flexed and tends to 
be consistent within the industry, “power ratings” vary greatly from one rod maker 
to another. Power ratings can even be inconsistent among the rod models offered by 
a single manufacturer, thereby making it very difficult to select a rod without hold-
ing it a shop or a show. As a general rule of thumb, the most versatile power ratings 
when striper fishing will be medium and medium heavy.

Typical Striper Casting and Jigging Rod Powers:

Light: Lure from 3/8oz to 5/8oz. Up to 10lb test.
I use light power rods in the early spring when I am casting to very small stripers, 
possibly those that have spent the winter in the deeper portions of local bays and 
rivers. I will pair this rod with a 3000 or 4000 class reel. I typically use a 10lb. test 
monofilament/fluorocarbon hybrid line for the lightest outfits and tie directly to my 
lures. Light jigs and the smallest soft baits, such as the Hogy Skinny Series and the 
smallest Pro Tails or Paddles, are ideal for this outfit.

Medium: Lure from 5/8oz to 1oz. Up to 30lb Braid
I get far more use out of a medium power rod over a light power rod as it can handle 
keeper-sized fish taken that can medium size soft plastics such as the seven and 
ten-inch Hogy Originals and a variety of top water plugs. I typically would recom-
mend pairing a medium power rod with a 4000 or 5000 class reel filled with 30lb 
test braid and a 12 or 15lb test fluorocarbon leader. This is an excellent spring rod for 
casting small to medium sized jigs, plugs and softbaits.

Medium Heavy: 7/8 to 1.5oz
I use a medium heavy powered rod as much as I do a medium, but I tend to do so 
later in the spring for me, where on Cape Cod) bigger bait moves in with bigger fish 
and larger softbaits, plugs and jigs are called for. I would pair this rod with a 5000 or 
6000 class reel with 40lb braid and a 20lb or 30lb fluoro leader. 

Heavy/Extra Heavy: 2 to 4oz
This is the rod for the biggest soft baits, jigs and plugs. This rod might be called a 
“club” by some anglers, but it is capable of casting the largest lures for stripers.  
This outfit could do double duty as a small tuna outfit. The down side to this outfit is 
that it is tiring to cast with.
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Gear: Best Striped Bass Spinning Rods (Boat) # 106
3 Striper Spinning Outfits: 
I carry three different outfits that allow me to cast the entire spectrum of striper 
lures. I may use each of the three on the same trip as I might be trying to imitate 
different baitfish in different situations I might encounter during a single trip. I 
have had these same three outfits for years and have a strong understanding of how 
and when to use them. You’ll notice I switch between fast and moderate action to 
accommodate for how I am fishing the lures I would use with that rod.

7’ Spinning Rod: Medium
Having a good light weight spinning outfit as part of your three main boat fishing 
outfits is a good idea since you will probably get as many miles out of this outfit as 
any other in your collection. This outfit is suitable for spring schoolie fishing when 
you are likely to be using small soft plastics, metals, Epoxy Jig® Lures and bucktails 
near the shoreline but will also let you cast small plugs and medium soft plastics. 
This rod is a good candidate for a fast action where you can be casting light lures off 
the tip and ensure a good hook set at long range or need quick access to backbone 
when setting the hook on a fish that takes a topwater plug. Other uses for this rod 
would include freshwater fishing, light bottom fishing, small snapper blues and, OF 
COURSE, albie and bonito fishing!

Action: Fast
Power: Medium
Reel Size: 4000 to 5000 Class
Typical Line: 30lb Braid
Leader: 36” of 15lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Capt. Mike’s Outfit: St. Croix Extreme XIS70MHF (7 foot/medium-heavy power/fast ac-
tion) - Just about every angler will get a ton of utility from this rod. It’s perfect for schoo-
lies, albies and also large keeper bass. While this particular rod is quite expensive, there 
are plenty of other options in this size class that cost less and perform well. The “Extreme” 
upgrade adds a few feet of casting distance but is not necessary in most inshore situations. 
I particularly like this rod as it can cast Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lure from 3/8oz to 1.25oz, which 
makes it extremely versatile. I match this rod up with a Shimano Saragosa 5000. 
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7’ Spinning Rod: Medium Heavy
This rod will be your workhorse for when the keeper size stripers show up and you 
start using larger lures to mimic the larger baits they are feeding on. This rod is 
great for casting larger soft plastics, metals, Epoxy Jig® Lures and plugs. This rod 
should be rated (or capable) to cast up to two ounces comfortably. I like a moderate 
rod action for a rod in this class as it will give me the flexibility to lob bigger lures 
and will handle vertical jigging with ease and comfort.

Action: Moderate
Power: Medium Heavy
Reel Size: 5000 to 6000 Class
Typical Line: 40lb Braid
Leader: 36” of 30lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Capt. Mike’s Outfit: St. Shimano TZSW-70MH 7′: This rod will feel like a clunker when you 
first pick it up. It’s heavy and has some fiberglass in it. THAT SAID, this is perhaps the most 
versatile rod on the market. I have caught everything from schoolies to 40lb YFT on this rod. 
It has a very slow action, meaning that you can feel the flex in the blank right through your 
hands. This is helpful for a couple of reasons. A) It can handle a lure that is a little to big for 
the rod with a lob cast and B) it allows for good hook sets in rocky boat conditions. This is 
also a decent rod for light tackle surf fishing or live eels. Action: Moderate -The Saragosa 
SW in the slightly larger 6000 size balances well the weight of this rod, although the 5000 
certainly works as well. *This rod is no longer available via Shimano.

7.5-8’ Spinning Rod: Heavy
I like to have a heavy truckster in the mix for big plugs, heavy jigs and weighted soft 
plastics. This rod can cast heavy lures up to 4ounces. This rod will also do double 
duty on tarpon and small tuna up to 85-pounds. 

Action: Moderate
Power: Medium Heavy
Reel Size: 6000 to 8000 Class
Typical Line: 60lb Braid
Leader: 48” of 40lb Fluorocarbon Leader
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CASTING & JIGGING FOR STRIPED BASS
Capt. Mike’s Outfit: St. Croix Avid VIS8HF S (8 foot/heavy power/fast action): This rod will 
feel like a spear when you first pick it up. It’s heavy and it’s fast. The rod rating says it can 
handle up to two-ounce lures, but my experience has shown that this rod can comfortably 
handle up to three-ounces. I have this rod paired with a Shimano Saragossa 6000 with 
60LB braid.
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Gear: Best Striper Vertical Jigging Rods (Boat) # 107
Introduction
Although vertical jigging has become a mainstream and regularly practiced fishing 
method for so many species around the world over the last 20 years, vertical jigging 
is an underutilized technique by striper anglers up and down the coast. Although 
stripers tend to push bait to the surface when aggressively feeding, there are many 
instances when they are keyed in on baitfish that are holding deep, particularly in 
strong current, a pattern that is commonly associated with herring and sand eels.  
Vertical jigging is also ideal when striped bass move into deeper water in high light 
conditions or in warmer months. In many cases, vertical jigging is a “hands on” 
alternative to trolling. With good electronics, you can identify exactly where the fish 
are holding and drop a lure right on top of them, as opposed to motoring around in 
hopes of happening upon where they are.

Why Use Rods Specifically Designed for Vertical Jigging?
Your casting gear will work acceptably for vertical jigging in a pinch, but a good ded-
icated jigging outfit will make it easier and more enjoyable when using this tech-
nique. The very nature of vertical jigging makes selecting a rod designed for this 
technique a wise decision. For example, a true vertical jigging rod is typically short-
er and features a more parabolic action than a rod used for casting. 

The shorter length allows for better control when vertical jigging since, as the name 
suggests, the goal is to keep contact with your lure when it is straight below you. A 
longer rod simply extends the distance you are away from the ideal vertical orienta-
tion, making it more cumbersome to control the jigging action and feel subtle pick-
ups.

Vertical jigging rods not only have to feature sufficient backbone or power to control 
and bring a fish to the surface, often from significant depths, but their more mod-
erate, parabolic action will handle a strike better.



CASTING & JIGGING FOR STRIPED BASS
Rods that are too stiff will often result in popped hooks when a fish hits a lure that 
is being vertically jigged.

As mentioned previously, vertical jigging is often practiced in deep water; I often 
use this technique in 80 or more feet of water that features heavy currents. The use 
of four to six-ounces jigs is common practice and a shorter rod handles that weight 
more efficiently, while also allowing an angler to scale back to lighter jigs when the 
current eases or slacks off.

1. Short Length: Since the orientation of your lure is straight up and down, a longer outfit 
will make it more cumbersome to control your lures and feel subtle pick-ups from fish hit-

ting from below. You’ll have far more control with a shorter rod.

2. Parabolic Bend: AKA Moderate action. You obviously want a rod with some back-bone, 
but a steady parabolic bend will handle a strike better and result in better hook ups.  Rods 

that tis too stiff on a vertical strike will often pop the hook and result in dropped fish.

3. Heavy Jigs: Ability to fish heavy enough lures at target depths. I often jig in up to 80’ of 
water in heavy currents and regularly fish with 4 to 6oz jigs at peak tides and often as light 

as 2oz at slack. 

Capt. Mike’s Striper Vertical Jigging Outfits: 
I basically have two rods that I like to use when vertical jigging for striped bass, one 
of which I refer to as a “repurposed” rod because I also use it for casting and the 
other a “dedicated” vertical jigging.

The first will be familiar if you have read the section on casting outfits: the Shima-
no TZSW-70MH (seven-foot/heavy power/moderate action). I mentioned above 
that this rod has a very slow action… As you might gather from my videos, I am a 
big fan of slow vertical jigging with weighted soft plastics. This rod imparts a deadly 
action to a jig and it can also handle jigs up to four-ounces without overloading or 
overstressing the blank.

My dedicated jigging rod is the St. Croix Mojo Jigging MJJS66MMF (6.5-foot/I bought 
this rod on a whim after seeing it at the 2016 ICAST show. It has a relatively mod-
erate action, but it is not overly “slow” and sloppy. I would call this rod more of a 
hybrid in terms of length because it is a little shorter than average for casting and a 
little longer than average for jigging. It handles vertical jigging with heavier Epoxy 
Jig® Lures and soft plastics such as the Pro Tail Paddles and Eels, but it can also cast 
them if necessary.
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Gear: Best Striper Trolling Outfits (Boat) # 108
Introduction
Out of casting, jigging and trolling for striped bass, I would say that trolling is the 
most practiced technique for stripers. The basics of trolling for stripers are easy for 
novices to pick up quickly, but there are also many advanced trolling techniques to 
learn that can help in catching more fish under specific conditions. 

Here’s what I love about trolling for stripers:
1. You can search large areas easily and easily adapt to a tactical approach.
2. You can target deep moving fish most effectively.
3. Trolling is the ideal technique for larger boats with more than just one or two 
anglers.
4. Trolling is a great technique for beginners because it requires less time to de-
velop the skills needed to become proficient.

I will say that trolling gets a bad rap by many as it’s often associated with heavy 
gear and sometimes considered low skill. I disagree on both counts, mainly because 
the methods and equipment I use when trolling are different than what is typically 
employed in many areas.

I grew up working on a number of local charter boats on Cape Cod in the late 80s 
and early 90s. Back then, pretty much everyone was trolling with wire line. The 
name of the game was parachute jigs in the spring, umbrella rigs mid-summer, 
tube and worm late summer and parachutes again in the fall. When I got my cap-
tain’s license, my first gig was running a 30’ Black Watch that was part of a party 
boat operation out of Falmouth Harbor. The groups we took fishing consisted most-
ly of families on vacation and individuals with limited fishing experience, making 
wire line outfits less than ideal because of their weight, as well as the tendency of 
wire line to tangle. As we got better at servicing this clientele, we discovered light 
reels with lead core on rods designed for musky fishing were a great alternative. At 
first we focused on fishing only in shallow water with these outfits, but over time 
we started realizing that with a few modifications to our techniques, we were able 
to work deeper water with equipment that was simply more fun and easier to use. 
(More on that in Section III)
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Three Traditional Striper Trolling Outfits and My Alterna-
tives

1. Wire Line Set Up

• Classic Version 

• The backing/line/leader of a basic wire line trolling outfit typically consists 
of 50-pound test Dacron backing, between 200 and 300-feet of 50-pound 
test Monel or stainless wire line, topped off with a 6 to 15-foot shot of 
50-pound mono or fluorocarbon leader connected to the wire with an 
Albright knot. Monel line is more expensive than stainless, but it has less 
“spring” and is therefore easier to handle; it also is stronger and lasts lon-
ger.  Some folks who use wire line a great deal elect to set up their outfits 
with “shots” of wire, connected with planer line or even Dacron backing 
material. Set-ups are often kept secret, but a typical one is three sections 
of wire, each connected by six-feet or so of planer/Dacron line. Not only 
does this configuration allow you to fish different depths of water effec-
tively with one outfit, but it also has the added advantage of allowing you 
to have the less abrasive planer/Dacron rubbing back-and-forth through 
the tip guide.

• A wire line jigging rod is often fiberglass or a combination of graphite and 
fiberglass; its slower action provides enough “give” when fishing with 
non-stretch wire to lessen the chances of ripping the hook out a fish. Car-
boloy or carbide guides were once the only choice to use when fishing wire 
since they won’t groove, which is the main problem with guides that ar-
en’t designed to be used with wire. Some anglers prefer to use guides with 
rings made of silicon carbide or silicon nitride because they are lighter, 
helping reduce the overall weight of the rod, and they stand up well to wire 
line use. On the other hand, any of the ceramic or carbon based guides can 
crack if subjected to a sharp blow against a gunwale, rail or other unforgiv-
ing part of a boat. 

• No matter what type of guide you choose, make sure that the frames are 
extra strong and can handle the stresses of wire line jigging; in fact, in 
many cases guides for wire line rods have an extra bridge in the frame, 
providing three sections of support for the ring.
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• Although I have heard of some folks using roller guides on their wire line 
rods, my experience is that there are more pitfalls with this type of guide 
as opposed to benefits.

• That said, the use of a roller guide tip is fairly common, but the issue with 
them is the same as with any roller guide: if someone is not paying atten-
tion, the line can slip between the roller and frame, resulting in an almost 
instant cut off. Roller guides can also stop rolling if salt or other crud is 
allowed to build up, making the roller stick. Sticking with Carboloy/carbide 
or silicon carbide/silicon nitride tips will keep things simpler and require 
less maintenance.

• Hands-down the most popular real is the Penn 113H 4/0 Senator; it is 
heavy, but it has proven to be a workhorse over the years. The model with 
the aluminum spool is lighter, but it is more susceptible to corrosion; they 
still make one with a chrome plated spool and it is a better choice. In any 
case, leaving salt soaked backing and wire line on a reel will raise havoc 
with any of them. 

• Both Daiwa and Okuma make reels suitable for trolling wire, with the latter 
actually having a model that is designed specifically for this purpose. 

• No matter which brand you go with, a reel with a level wind is not a good 
choice when using wire. Some folks do it, but the strain on a level wind 
mechanism caused by wire will cause it to fail in short order. One of the 
challenges of trolling with wire is learning to use your thumb to lay the 
line on evenly as opposed to having it jammed up against one side of the 
spool or the other.

• Capt. Mike’s Outfit: When I do fish wire, my outfit features a shorter rod 
and I use shorter amounts of wire, which allows me to use a smaller, light-
er reel.

• Shorter Wire: I grew up working on a boat that took parties of 12 out 
jigging for stripers and blues. We had four jiggers on the back. It was a 
lot to manage and 99% of our anglers were beginners with little to no 
fishing experience, never mind fishing with wire.  As a result, we fished 
with shorter wire (125 feet) to avoid epic tangles. Over time, we figured 
out we could fish just as well as the longer lines with some strategic...
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• (cont) maneuvering. We’d make shorter passes, a series of turns, take 
the boat out of gear, and periodically let out more line and bring it back 
in. As it turns out, it was more productive to fish deeper as anglers had 
more energy to jig, and we were far more tactical about the fish we were 
catching.

• Shorter Wire Line Trolling Rod: These days I find myself fishing with a 
very short outfit, say 5 ½ feet. The shorter length makes the rod both 
lighter and more manageable to jig with. The shorter rod also helps 
keep the bait a little deeper when the rod is in the holder.
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A FEW TIPS FOR FISHING WIRE
• I rarely troll wire in more than 40 feet of water so I have no problem 

getting down with the outfit mentioned above. I’m also of the philoso-
phy that if I need to fish in water deeper than 40 feet, trolling seems too 
much like work and I move to a new method.

• Always keep your thumb on the spool when letting line out.
• Be careful of the knot between the wire and the leader, if it catches on a
• guide or the rod tip it can cause backlashes.
• Check your knots between the backing and the wire, and the leader 

and the wire frequently and re-tie as needed. Your local tackle shop 
should be able to help you do this. Trolling and jigging can loosen even 
the best tied knots.

• If you’re loading the reel with 300 feet of wire, mark each 100 feet 

2. Short Lead Core Outfit

• Classic Version 
• Like wire line trolling, there are certain characteristics of an outfit that is 

a good choice for lead core trolling. On the other hand, there really isn’t a 
“classic” choice and you have more options because of the more forgiving 
nature of lead core. 
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• (cont) A slower, more parabolic rod is once again a good choice; many folks 
use a lead core rig to troll the tube-and-worm, often putting the rod in a 
rod holder. Bass often will hit the worm once and then come back to pick 
up the remainder and the softer rod helps since the offering remains right 
in the strike zone.

• With lead core, you can use level wind or non-level wind reels, with size a 
matter of choice. The Penn Jigmaster has always been a good, traditional 
non-level wind lead core reel and other manufacturers also make non-lev-
el wind reels that are basic and rugged like the Jigmaster. If you prefer the 
ease of a level wind reel, there are numerous “winches” that will fit the 
bill; in a pinch, I have use reels that are typically associated with casting, 
but be advised that reels built for trolling typically have stronger gear sets 
and frames that can handle the stresses that are typically associated with 
this form of fishing.

• I put this outfit together based on the need for a rod that is easy to store, 
soft to handle light trolling and easy to use. The short rod also has the 
added benefit of a shorter distance from where the line exits the rod to the 
surface of the water.

• Capt. Mike’s Outfit: Although the rod I use is listed as tuna stand up rod, 
which might seen unusual as a choice for trolling lead core line, DON”T BE 
FOOLED! The Offshore Angler Ocean Master OMSU-OB 5’ 6” has proven to 
be an excellent choice for this type of fishing.  It is only rated for 15 to 30lb 
line, is super light and feels maxed out with a 50lb striper! 

• The shorter length make this rod easier to store on my boat, and similar 
to the wire line rod is prefer, the distance between the rod tip and the 
water is reduced, allowing for more feel and contact with a fish.

• Combine this rod with a Daiwa Saltist Hyperspeed conventional reel and 
you have a great lead core outfit, albeit a unique one. This reel is a little 
sports car with its 7.3:1 gear ratio, which allows you to retrieve line in a 
hurry. This is ideal because it allows you to check for weeds quickly or 
take up line quickly if you encounter a sudden change in water depth. If 
you are fishing the tube-and-worm, you can also reel your rig in quickly 
to check the status of your bait if you have a hit, but no hook up. In ad-
dition, a faster retrieve allows for quick line pick up if a fish starts...
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• (cont) swimming toward the boat or the boat drifts down on the fish 

while reeling it in.

•  My line set up is another area where I break from the norm. I put a 
pre-measured amount of lead core, typically 150-feet, attached to 40lb 
braid backing as opposed to Dacron. I like the shortened lead-core as I 
often put the reel in free spool to get it down deeper, with the boat both 
in-gear and out-of-gear. I find that the 40lb. braid also comes off the 
spool 10x faster, allowing for a faster drop than the heavier yet slower 
moving lead-core

• The configuration of my leader is also unique and has been developed 
after years of trolling lead core. I connect a ten-foot section of 60lb 
fluorocarbon to the lead core and then attach a #7 ball bearing swivel 
and finally a shorter section of 20 to 60lb fluoro depending on what the 
situation is. If the fish are finicky, I go lighter. If there are blues around, 
I go heavier. Either way, make the portion of the leader that goes to 
your lure no longer that the rod length, as I don’t want the swivel going 
through the guides. The extra swivel between the two sections of lead-
er provides a bonus as it helps with lure spin when trolling tubes and 
umbrella rigs.

3. Long Lead Core or Wire Line Outfit:

• Classic Version
•  The wire version of this would be a 7’ heavy-duty fiberglass rod. The lead 

core version of this set up would likely be a 7’ or 8’ graphite rod with a long 
mono leader.

• Capt. Mike’s Outfit: I think that musky rods are the best-kept secret in 
saltwater fishing, but not all of them are appropriate for trolling. The one I 
use is the St. Croix Musky KD1910 8-foot; it has a moderate action, mean-
ing it features a more parabolic bend. A musky rod that bends easily is 
more forgiving when the boat rocks or when the fish change direction. St. 
Croix features a number of musky rods in the different families of fresh-
water rods that it offers, including Mojo, Legend Elite, Legend Tourna-
ment, Triumph, and Premier.

• I like musky rods for trolling on boats with outboards as the added length 
helps clear them if you are fighting a fish off the transom ; this is...
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• especially true with larger outboards mounted on brackets., particularly 
big ones on bracketed transoms. They are also great for clearing lobster 
pots, which are often encountered when trolling in areas that hold bass. 
Another nice feature is that they are light, and their long butt sections 
make it easier for youngsters to sit down and fight a fish.

• I pair this rod with a Daiwa Hyperspeed conventional reel, with the same 
line and leader set-up that I use with my Short Lead Core Outfit.
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Gear: Best Striper Surf Rods (Shore) # 109
Surf fishing spinning outfits and boat spinning outfits are similar in terms of the 
rating system used to describe action and power as they relate to the various types 
of lures you will be casting. Surf rods, however, tend to be longer overall and espe-
cially in their butt sections to help the shore angler increase their casting distance 
in to reach fish. Like a boater’s collection, you can go crazy selecting outfits for all 
the different situations you might encounter but a simple and smart selection of 
three basic set ups will serve you well in any situation you might encounter.

To fish most, you need about 3 rods, 2 of which overlap with our recommended boat 
collection.

1. Estuary – Light Lures: Medium Power, Fast Action 7’
2. Light Duty Open Beach - Medium Lures: Heavy Power, Fast Action 8’
3. Medium Long Range Open:  9’ Medium Heavy Power, Fast Action, 9’

1. Estuary – Light Lures: 7’ Spinning Rod: Medium: (Same as Boat: 
Casting)

In an estuary or flats type situation, long distance is not needed as the fish are 
practically at your feet, using the contours and structure near the shoreline as their 
ambush points for bait that is flowing with the tide. You want an outfit that can be 
fished with a wide range of light lures with different actions. 
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• Action: Fast
• Power: Medium
• Reel Size: 4000 to 5000 Class
• Typical Line: 30lb Braid
• Leader: 36” of 15lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Capt. Mike’s Outfit: St. Croix Extreme XIS70MF 7’ M Saragosa 5000: This rod is easy to 
work with and cast small lures. In skinny water, this rod will be perfect for up to 7-inch 
soft baits such as the Hogy Original 7” rigged on lightly weighted or unweighted Swimbait 
hooks. This rod will cast all Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures under 1oz. The fast action tip will aid 
with casting the smallest lures as it will also assist with hook ups as the rod quickly offers 
backbone.

2. Light Duty Open Beach - Medium Lures - 7.5-8’ Spinning Rod: Me-
dium Heavy / Heavy:

While this outfit may seem heavy on a boat, it is at home on a beach where you are 
casting heavy lures for extra profile and distance. A MH/H outfit will cast lures up to 
3oz with ease. If you lighten up your braid to 30lb test, you will have ample distance 
on lighter lures, less than 2 ounces. This rod has the necessary backbone required to 
turn and land a large striper that has been running with the tide.

• Action: Moderate
• Power: Medium Heavy
• Reel Size: 6000 to 8000 Class
• Typical Line: 40lb Braid
• Leader: 48” of 40lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Capt. Mike’s Outfit: St. Croix Avid VIS8HF Saragosa 5000: I call this rod the SUV rod. It 
can handle the highway and it can go off road but has a few limitations in either case. On 
the beach, this rod has enough length and power if your fishing with 175’ to shore and the 
situation calls for heavier or larger sized lures. On the open beach, I use this rod for casting 
our 2oz Hogy Pro Tail and  search bait. I have also encountered situations where I needed 
to reach farther out to breaking fish and found the rod to have more than enough backbone 
to punch out 2 oz. Heavy Minnows and Hogy Sand Eel Jigs the needed distance. Lastly, the 
shorter length (adjusted for surf talk) also accommodates for fishing in channels or inlets 
with lots of rip rap impeding your back cast. 
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3. Long Range Open:  9’ Medium Heavy Power, Fast Action, 9’

This is the only shore rod that I have add to my collection of boat rods to feel com-
plete when shore fishing. The longer length is simply necessary to reach over 100 
yards with relative ease.

• Action: Moderate
• Power: Medium Heavy
• Reel Size: 6000 to 8000 Class
• Typical Line: 40lb Braid
• Leader: 48” of 40lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Capt. Mike’s Outfit: St. Croix Legend Surf HF10153 9’: This rod will cast any 4oz lure we 
make with ease on 40lb braid. If I bump down to 30lb braid with this outfit and a 6000 
class reel, I can easily cast our 1.25oz Epoxy Jig® Lures, and 10” Hogy Original Soft Baits.

Gear: Line, Leaders and Terminal Connections to Rig for 
Striper Fishing #110
Choosing the optimal line, leader and terminal connections to rig for striper fishing 
can be a time consuming process, but it can also make or break your next fishing 
trip. That’s why I recommend a KISS (keep it simple, stupid) approach to spooling 
up for stripers.

• Braided Line: I go with 30 and 40lb braid for stripers spooled on my Sara-
gosa 5000 and 6000 reels 95% of the time.  I have a couple of light set ups 
with 4000 class reels and 20 braid that I use almost exclusively for worm 
hatches that usually happen in May. My fingers are used to tying knots 
with 30lb and 40lb braid and it is durable, typically holding up for an entire 
season.

• Leader Size and Material: I carry four spools of fluorocarbon leader for 
stripers: 20lb, 30lb, 40lb and 60lb. I use 20 lb. in very shallow situations 
with clear water since stealth is more important in these conditions. I 
switch to 30 and 40lb when casting or vertical jigging around gnarly struc-
ture, as well as when using heavier lures and targeting bigger fish...
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• (cont) but there are times when I will drop down to 20 lb. when the fish are 

spooky.

• Both 40 and 60 lb. can be used when trolling, with the latter also a good 
option for a bite tippet when dealing with bluefish. Many folks use wire 
when fishing for blues and other toothy critters, but I haven’t experienced 
increased cutoffs with heavy fluorocarbon if a solid contact is kept with 
your lure of choice and with a fish when hooked up.

• Leader Length: I keep it simple: 36” on a 7-foot rod, 42” on an 8 footer 
Rod and 48” on a 9-foot rod when casting, and roughly 12 feet as a striper 
trolling leader.

• Lure Connection: I use a loop knot almost exclusively on all my lures. 
Many anglers will use a snap for easy lure change but I choose not to on 
most lures to avoid weed and the added distraction of extra hardware. 

Gear: Hogy Best Striper Lures for Casting and Jigging #111
At Hogy, we literally make thousands of different shaped and sized lures for fisher-
ies all over the world. Although the vast majority of our lures work for striped bass, 
we have compiled the list below to highlight our most commonly used lures, what 
their applications typically are, and how to fish them. Many of our lures are ex-
tremely versatile and can be used both for casting and jigging. 

Wherever we have further information in the document that applies to our lures, we 
have referenced the page number where you can find that information.

Cheers!
Captain Mike.

Soft Baits

Hogy Pro Tail Series: “Multi Purpose Bait Fish”

Paddles:  The Hogy Pro Tail Paddles are our bestselling soft baits due to their versa-
tility and general baitfish shaped profile. They come in a variety of lengths, colors,
and weights, with all models internally weighted. They can be fished just below...
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Paddles (cont): the surface by keeping your rod tip up and maintaining a faster, 
steadier retrieve, while they really excel as a deeper, subsurface lure. The depth at 
which one can be fished is determined by the weight of the Pro Tail you use and how 
long you allow it to sink, as well as the speed of your retrieve; a slower retrieve will 
allow the lure to remain deeper and at a more consistent level in the water column, 
while increasing the speed of retrieve will tend to draw one up to the surface. An 
erratic retrieve, featuring pauses and even shaking of the rod, will give a Pro Tail 
an injured baitfish appearance. The heavier versions, typically from three ounces 
on up, make good vertical jigging lures as well. Hogy Pro Tails come pre-rigged and 
feature VMC hooks that are strong enough for inshore and offshore applications.

Eels: The Hogy Pro Tail Eels are excellent imitators of sand eels and squid due to 
their long slender profile. They are internally weighted like the Paddles and are 
best suited for a subsurface presentation, whether cast-and-retrieved or vertically 
jigged.

Casting Retrieve: Hogy Pro Tails can be fished at all retrieve speeds with the rod tip 
pointed at just about any angle.

Casting Application:  

• Open water feeding fish: Try to lead the front fish if possible. A good way 
to target bigger fish is to let the lure drop under the school. Often, that’s 
where the big fish are. Be ready for hits on the drop, especially with the 
Paddle model, since the vibrating tail will give the lure good action as it 
falls.

• Over Structure: The Hogy Pro Tail is a good search bait when used over 
structure. The variety of weights they come in allows an angler to select 
one that will reach the level of the structure and work it effectively while 
reducing the chances of hanging up.

• Casting in heavy current: The Hogy Pro Tail comes in a variety of weights, 
up to 6 oz. Select the lure size needed given the current speed and depth, 
cast uptide and let the bait drop as it swings.

• Distance in heavy wind: The smooth, more aerodynamic interphase of the 
weighted head and soft plastic body helps Pro Tails achieve greater dis-
tance. A snap cast will help punch the bait with some extra distance.

• Blind Casting: The Hogy Pro Tail is an ideal blind cast bait: the tail vibrates 
for attraction, the lure can be fished at all depths and speeds and it’s rela-
tively snag resistant when fishing from shore.
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Jigging Application:  

• Vertical Jigging: The heavier versions of the Hogy Pro Tail are designed 
for jigging. The drop is slower on the Paddles than the Eels due to the vi-
brating tail on the former, but fast enough to cover the water column on a 
vertical presentation. You get two speeds in one jig: slow on the way down 
with the paddle and fast on the way up.

• Slow, Targeted: Drop the bait to the desired depth. Slowly raise and drop 
the rod tip. This will simulate a wounded baitfish that can’t make much 
progress swimming.

Colors: Hogy Pro Tail Paddles are excellent imitations of bunker, herring, macker-
el, butterfish and scup. Hogy Pro Tail Eels are excellent imitations of sand eels and 
squid. Our bestselling colors are olive, pink and white.

Hogy Original Softbaits: “Top Water Finesse”

Notes: Unweighted soft baits imitate just about every baitfish around, especially 
eels, squid and sand eels, three of any striper’s favorite meals! They have amazing 
action and come in two sizes and a multitude of colors. The best way to rig them is 
with a Hogy Swimbait hook; there is a hook size designed to interface with each of 
the softbaits we offer, including the Originals. 

Casting Retrieve: A, B, C. Hogy Original Softbaits rigged on unweighted or lightly 
weighted Swimbait hooks can be fished in a number of ways, from skipping them 
on the surface with a faster retrieve to lower in the water column with a slower, 
more varied retrieve including allowing the bait to stop and undulate with no for-
ward movement.

Casting Application:  

• Shallow water estuary situations:  There is not better bait than a Hogy 7-inch 
Original fished in skinny water. Rigged on a Swimbait hook, Hogy Originals are 
weedless and snag proof. They can be scuttled on the bottom or twitched to top.

• Heavy structure such as boulder fields: The larger 10-inch Original is most p

• Shallow rips, shoals and heavy currents: Hogy Originals in both 7-inch and 10-
inch sizes are killer in the rips. opular in heavy cover situations where the larger 
size best replicates a live eel. Cast uptide and let the bait swing into the rip.
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• Shallow rips, shoals and heavy currents (cont): Stripers will be lying in ambush 
waiting to strike. Due to the speed and strength of rips and currents, it is best to 
rig the Hogy Originals with a weighted Swimbait hook.

Jigging Application:  Not Ideal for jigging

Top Colors: Black, Olive, Bone, Pink and Amber colorations are all you need to imi-
tate eels, sand eels, and squid, in that order.

Unrigged HDUV Jiggin’ Eels and Paddles: “Deeper Water Finesse”

A jighead rigged soft baits are extremely effective imitators of large sand eels, 
mackerel, and other baitfish. The two most popular sizes are 7” and 9”. Unlike the 
Hogy Pro Tail series, you rig your own bait each time and the jig heads are reusable. 
The HDUV Line is hand poured and has more action that The Pro Tails but also come 
with the down side of less durability. Vertically jigging soft baits is a deadly tech-
nique for sand eel hungry stripers. One of the best reasons why jig head rigged soft 
baits fish so well is the natural wiggle from the soft bait. They can be fished slowly, 
on the bottom, fast on the retrieve or anywhere in between

A jighead rigged with a softbait makes an extremely effective imitator of sand eels, 
mackerel, herring, and other baitfish. Unlike the Hogy Pro Tail series, our HDUV 
Jiggin ‘Eels and Paddles come unrigged and allow you to match them up with your 
favorite jighead. Of course, the HDUV Jiggin’ Eels and Paddles are designed to inter-
face perfectly with our Barbarian Jigheads.

The most popular sizes of these softbaits are the 7- and 9-inch: the HDUV series is 
hand poured and features a bit more action that the Pro Tail series. You sacrifice a 
bit of durability with the HDUV, but they have a natural movement that allows them 
to be fished slow or fast, or anywhere in between, as well as from in the upper part 
of the water column right down to the bottom where they can be bounced or jigged. 

Casting Retrieve: B, C Although HDUV Jiggin’ Tails can be fished on the surface 
with a fast retrieve speed, they are best fished on a slower retrieve with a jigging 
motion produced by raising and lowering the rod tip.
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Jigging is definitely an acquired skill and anglers who have perfected the technique 
use a variety of movements of the rod tip to achieve the desired movement, from 
“snapping” the rod upward to raising it much more slowly, as well as varying how 
the rod tip is lowered. Jighead and softbait combinations have the added benefit of 
movement inherent in the nature of the material. 

Jig head rigged soft baits are excellent for targeting fish holding in deep water or 
heavy current. This technique is also very effective at night while fishing along 
boulder strewn shorelines.

Casting Application:  

• Open water with deep feeding fish: Cast beyond the school and let your 
lure drop through the school. Then as you start reeling, the lure will attract 
more attention through its enhanced movement. There are all kinds of 
opportunities to get a hit in this situation.

• Casting in heavy current: Cast up tide and fish the swing. As mentioned 
above, it is important to vary the action of your rod tip. The Eel tail version 
will sink much faster and is the better option if you want to fish deeper in 
the water column and the current is very strong.

Jigging Retrieve: 

• Fast, Varied Water Colum:  The Paddle is a better imitator of baitfish and 
the Eel tail is naturally better at imitating sand eels.

• Slow, Targeted Depth: Either tail is ideally suited for this technique. The 
natural soft action of the HDUV hand poured plastic will do most of the 
work.

• Twitchy, Targeted Marks on Finder: Same as above. Bigger sweeps of the 
rod tip

• Top Colors: The HDUV Hogy Line is infused with pigmentation that re-
flects UV light and increases visibility at all depths, which is valuable for 
deep water daytime bass. Olive, Tinker Mackerel and Silver are the top 
colors to imitate sand eels, mackerel and herring respectively.
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Plugs

The Hogy Slider: “The Swimmer” 

Notes:  Swimming plugs come in a vast array of different shapes, sizes, colors and 
material. Smaller 5-inch sizes are great for schoolie-sized stripers and those keyed 
in on smaller baits and 7-inch sizes are more appropriate for larger fish or those 
keyed in on large baits such as mature herring, large squid, mackerel and bunker. 

Swimming plugs are very easy to fish and are a good choice for relatively inexperi-
enced anglers since the action is “built-in” to the lure. Swimmers also lend them-
selves well to trolling because of their “built-in” fish attracting movement.

Casting Retrieve: B, C   Fish the Slider with a horizontal rod tip or rod tip pointed 
slightly downward. It is important to experiment with the retrieve speed. This lure 
has neutral buoyancy, meaning it has a horizontal descent when sinking. This is a 
very natural presentation so a series of pauses are recommended on the retrieve.

Casting Application: 

• Open water-feeding fish: Similarly to other sub surface lures, work the 
perimeter of the school. A slider will give you extra weight to enhance 
casting distance, but without a fast sink rate. This is a go to lure when 
stripers are feeding on large baitfish.

• Over Structure: A slider is at home over structure, particularly in a blind 
casting situation. Long steady retrieves allow you to cover a lot of ground.

• Casting in heavy current: A slider will swim happily in current. A slider 
will not dig in and swim too deeply in current.

Jigging Application: Not applicable for Jigging

Colors: The usual: pink and amber, green, black and blue and olive to imitate squid, 
mackerel, herring and bunker respectively.
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The Hogy Popper: “The Noise Maker”

Notes: You can’t beat an old fashioned popper’s effectiveness for cov-
ering ground and making a commotion. With its cup-faced nose, it cre-
ates a ton of commotion with each twitch of the rod. Regardless of how 
you fish a popper, most anglers love watching a big striper come up and 
smash the lure.

Casting Retrieve: Pop Pop Pause, Pop Pop Pause

Casting Application:  The popper is the best way to cover the most wa-
ter near structure. With its cupped face, it makes a loud pop. Poppers 
come in both floating and sinking models, but we decided to go with the 
floating design so that makes it easy for anglers to present the lure for a 
longer duration while in the zone.

Jigging Application: Not applicable for Jigging

Colors: The usual: pink and amber, green, black and blue and olive to 
imitate squid, mackerel, herring and bunker respectively.

The Hogy Dog Walker: “The Slow Dancer”

Notes: The spook or walk-the-dog style plug was probably one of the more un-
der-utilized lures for stripers, but models originally designed for musky and other 
freshwater fish, as well as designs that anglers in southern climes used for snook, 
redfish, and seatrout, have been put into use more frequently by striper anglers. A 
number of custom plug builders have also created monster wooden versions.

I would argue the spook style is a cross between a swimmer and a pencil popper. 
They are easy to cast and draw crazy strikes. If there was a downside to them, they 
don’t fish well in rough water and are slightly more technical in presentation re-
quiring constant observation and adjustments in retrieve to ensure the best presen-
tation. 

Casting Retrieve: Twitch Twitch, Pause, Twitch Twitch Pause

Casting Application:  My favorite time to fish a spook is in calm conditions. A spook 
with a good rattle will draw attention from pretty far away. An ideal situation would 
be working it slowly over big boulders or some sort of structure. 
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Casting Application (cont): For whatever reason, I do best with spooks early in the 
morning or at sunset.

Jigging Application: Not applicable for Jigging

Colors: The usual: pink and amber, green, black and blue and olive to imitate squid, 
mackerel, herring and bunker respectively.

Jigs
The primary differences between these jigs are their size and profiles. Although the 
methods and techniques used for each of these jigs are relatively similar, the lure 
action and go to situations can vary from lure to lure.

The Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lure: “The Multi Purpose”

Notes:  The Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lure is a very unique jig in that it’s largely made out 
of a light weight but durable resin. This is important to mention because the clear 
epoxy offers natural light refraction through the lure that simulates the translucent 
nature of many baitfish. The lure also has a heavy length to weight profile so that 
it casts well, but because it has a slower sink rate than a metal jig, the Hogy Epoxy 
Jig® Lure features a deadly wobble at any speed. They come in a variety of lengths 
and colors, as well as weights ranging from 3/8oz all the way to 4oz.

Casting Retrieve: The length/weight ratio of the Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lure is balanced 
such that there is no wrong way to fish it. You can make an Epoxy Jig® Lure come to 
life by varying retrieve speed and rod movements and positioning. For example, the 
higher the tip and faster the retrieve, the more the lure will skip on the surface.

Casting Application:  

• Open water feeding fish: Go with what I have come to call the “Skippy re-
trieve!” It’s as much fun as it is effective. Keep your rod tip pointed toward 
the sky and reel quickly while imparting sharp rod tip twitches. The lure 
will simulate a fleeing baitfish skipping in the water in a very frightened 
manner.

• Over Structure: Slow retrieve with very short pauses so you don’t snag.

• Casting in heavy current:  Epoxy Jig® Lures do well in shallow water with 
heavy current. You can cast the lure up tide and fish the swing.
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• Casting in heavy current (cont):  Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures have a sexy tum-
ble when fished on a dead drift.

• Blind Casting: Rotate through all the retrieves. The varied commotion is 
very effective in eliciting strikes when fish are in the area but behaving in a 
finicky manner.

Jigging Retrieve: This technique is limited to size 2oz and up 
• Fast, Varied Water Colum: 2oz+
• Slow, Targeted:  2oz+
• Twitchy, Targeted Marks: 2oz+

Colors: Pink, Olive, Silver and Green are great imitators of squid, sand eels, herring 
and mackerel

The Hogy Sand Eel Jig: “Sand Eel Deep Sinker – Long Flyer”

Notes:  The Hogy Sand Eel Jig is literally my way of imitating the appearance and 
action of a sand eel as closely as possible in metal, hence the name ☺ The Hogy 
Sand Eel Jig has a long slender body that cast very well. By far, the top selling color 
is the natural olive and silver, though these lures are also made in pink and green to 
mimic deeper water juvenile squid and mackerel. They are suitable for casting at up 
to 3.5oz and we make larger jigging sizes in 6.5oz and 8.5oz for deep-water applica-
tions.

Casting Retrieve: When casting, this lure is best fished with a faster retrieve to get 
the maximum amount of action from it; this is particularly true with Hogy Sand Eel 
Jigs from 2.5oz and above. The smaller, 1.25oz version can be retrieved at a much 
slower speed.

Casting Application:  

• Open water feeding fish: The Hogy Sand Eel is a long casting lure and is a 
great go to when fish are spooky and feeding on sand eels. The lure is also 
dynamite in heavy wind situations.

• From The Surf: Many shore anglers prefer the Hogy Sand Eel in situations 
where sand eels are pushed into the beach.
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Jigging Retrieve: 

• Fast, Varied Water Column: The Hogy Sand Eel has a medium fast sink 
rate with periodic flutters. It fishes well at high speed, which makes it a go 
to in speed jigging.

• Slow, Twitchy retrieve: It’s long slender design lends itself very well to 
the twitchy jig, a technique where you drop the lure to a specific depth and 
twitch the rod with sharp, short, rapid upward snaps of the rod tip.

Colors: Olive is for sand eels!

The Hogy Heavy Minnow “Long Range, Small Profile”

Notes:  We created the mold for the heavy minnow based off The Hogy Epoxy Jig® 
lure. While this lure is about the same profile, it is more than twice as heavy which 
will result in slightly less action, but make up for it with an ultra-long cast. It’s an 
unusual combination of a small size jig that casts a mile, making it a go to for hard 
to get to stripers feeding on small bait in the wind.

Casting Retrieve: This is a medium to fast retrieve lure.

Casting Application: 

• Stripers feeding on small baitfish: The Hogy Heavy Minnow is available sized 
down all the way to 1/2oz. Since it’s made primarily out of painted lead and fea-
tures an aerodynamic shape, even the smallest sizes cast very well.

• Its profile is ideal when silversides, peanut bunker, and bay anchovies, and even 
juvenile squid, are in the area.

• Surf: It’s an albie favorite in the surf when these little tuna seem to always be 
hanging just outside the range of your longest cast with a lure that is the right 
size to match what they are feeding on. You might be able to reach them with a 
three-ounce plug, but albie aren’t inclined to hit something that large.

Jigging Retrieve: 

• Medium Speed, Varied Water Colum: The Hogy Heavy Minnow has caught 
everything from scup to big eye tuna on a vertical drop. This lure does not 
need to be fished fast to be effective.
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Jigging Application: 
• Open water feeding fish (PAGE:XXX)

Colors: Pink, Silverside, Olive and Shrimp are ideal colors to imitate the baitfish 
mentioned above.

Hogy Peanut Jig: “Wobble Peanut”

Notes:  We brought this small “peanut” into the fold with the large influx of peanut 
bunker in recent years between Cape Cod and New Jersey. Obviously the “Peanut 
Bunker” coloration pattern is a true imitation but we have many other colors that 
imitate other small baits including squid and juvenile herring. This lure has a deadly 
wobble at a medium retrieve speed.

Casting Retrieve: The design of this lure, which matches the deeper, thinner pro-
file of a peanut bunker, results in a wicked swimming action at a slow to medium 
retrieve with the rod tip at a 45 degree angle towards the water surface if fishing 
on a boat and a horizontal to slightly upward presentation from the beach. These 
highly finished lures are hand airbrushed to offer a highly imitative appearance at 
slow speeds. The first in the series was the “peanut bunker” color but we have since 
offered patterns in all the hot baitfish patterns.

Casting Application:  

• Finicky fish: If stripers are being finicky, fish the perimeter of the school 
on a slow to medium retrieve speed. Let the fish get a good look at the lure, 
especially if they are feeding on peanut bunker.

Jigging Retrieve: 

• Slow, Targeted, Twitchy: This lure is relatively light and is best fished in 
less than 30’ on a slow or twitchy jig retrieve. Find a depth where the bait 
is holding and work it. 

Colors: Peanut Bunker, eChix (Electric Chicken) and Blue are excellent imitators of 
peanut bunker, squid, and juvenile herring.
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Hogy Herring Jig: “Big Profile, Thin Dimension”

Notes:  The Hogy Herring Jig starts at 3oz and is designed to imitate small herring 
and bunker. The Hogy Herring Jig is tall and thin relative to its length, which re-
sults in a wobble retrieve when casting. This lure is effective for scattered stripers at 
multiple depths, long range casting and deep water jigging, all in one lure.

Casting Retrieve: The Herring Jig may seem heavy to use as a casting lure, but it 
does the trick on long-range heavy gear.

Casting Application:  
• Casting In Heavy Currents: The Herring Jig is great for casting in heavy 

currents when fished on the swing after it is cast up tide. This jig really 
thrives in fast moving currents, deep water canals, inlets and channels.

Jigging Retrieve: 
• Fast, Varied Water Colum: The Herring Jig fishes well at all speeds. It has 

a lifelike flutter on the drop and a very efficient rise. The baitfish shaped 
profile is great for imitating bunker/menhaden, herring, mackerel, and 
butterfish. 

Hogy Diamond Jigs

Notes: Diamond Jigs are a classic striper lure that has been around forever. Their 
popularity comes and goes. They typically range from 2 to 16 ounces. They are very 
effective for vertical jigging for striped bass but the lighter versions can be cast 
from the beach. At one time, Diamond Jigs typically featured hooks dressed with 
bucktail or feathers, but the most popular teasers for Diamonds eventually became 
thinner profile surgical tubing in bright colors. More recently, softbaits are also be-
ing used with good results. 

Diamond jigging can be a deadly technique for stripers that are in large concentra-
tions feeding on baitfish on the bottom. This scenario is very common in the waters 
from Provincetown down the backside of the Cape when bass are gorging them-
selves on shoals of sand eels.
 
Diamond jigs 3oz and larger are well suited for depths of 20 feet or more. Most an-
glers will drop the jigs all the way to the bottom and jig with long lifts of the rod, 
allowing the jig to flutter as it falls, which is often when the strike occurs.
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Casting Retrieve: Diamond Jigs are mostly associated with vertical jigging in New 
England but are effective casters, particularly when rigged with a softbait teaser 
such as the Hogy Dancing Diamond Jig configuration.

Casting Application:  
• Surf: You can almost think of the Diamond Jig as a vehicle to get the softbait out 

the desired distance to where the fish are holding. With the Diamond Jig wob-
bling in front of the Hogy Sand Eel, the soft bait will be dancing behind it, hence 
the name, “The Dancing Diamond Jig.”

Jigging Retrieve: 
• Slow, Targeted: With the highly imitative “dancing” Hogy Sand Eel behind the 

diamond jig, the presentation is unbeatable in terms of an imitative presenta-
tion.

Colors: Our Uber Diamond Jigs come in a traditional highly polished chrome finish 
or a hammered fish, with olive or green teasers. We also offer tube teasers sepa-
rately; our Uber Teasers come in Olive, Green, and Bone. Our Sand Eel Soft Baits 
feature a highly imitative Dark Sand Eel coloration and come in three sizes.

Gear: Hogy Best Striper Lures for Trolling # 112
Our trolling line up consists of a handful of rigs that cover every level of the water 
column and match every baitfish you will likely imitate on the troll. Each lure is 
designed with light tackle trolling in mind. Our trolling lures are easy to use and are 
designed to interface with our interactive trolling techniques. 

Trolling Patterns

• Tactical Trolling:  The focus on tactical trolling is to put your lures directly 
in front of fish you specifically know are there in situations such as strip-
ers you are marking holding on structure or  staging in a rip. In this situa-
tion, a lure should be controllable in terms of depth, speed and action.

• Canvas Trolling: Canvas trolling occurs when you are in an area of scat-
tered fish but in a defined area. You’re focus here is to cover enough 
ground where your lures pass over fish. In this situation, your rigs should 
have a big presence and be highly visible, with the idea being that the big-
ger the target, the easier the fish will find your lure.
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Trolling Methods:

• Set It And Forget It: As the name implies, this striper-trolling lure can 
have its rod dropped in the holder while trolling. No extra action neces-
sary.

• Interactive: A striper-trolling lure that is interactive is one where the an-
gler imparts some sort of action to enhance the lure’s effectiveness such 
as jigging, dropping (free spool, turns or out of gear) or surging to impact 
the lures depth, speed and movement through the water.

Durability: 
• Trolling lures must be overbuilt to withstand hours in the water, the im-

pact of heavy hits against the drag and a boat moving in the opposite di-
rection.

Putting it Together: An angler who spends a lot of time trolling will find his or 
herself needing a lure with each of these attributes at some point. It is our philoso-
phy at Hogy Lures that striper-trolling lures should be able to excel in each of these 
patterns and venues.

Hogy Perfect Tube:

There is a big debate amongst tube fans as to whether a tube imitates a large eel or 
a sea worm or whether it imitates anything at all. One well known writer who has 
written a book at tube-and-worm fishing believes it simply serves the purpose of 
attracting a bass, which then finds the seaworm.

I personally think that they imitate a sea worm. If you watch an eel in its natural 
habitat, it moves around quite fast and slithers from rock to rock. I picture a sea 
worm losing it’s way from the bottom and flowing with the current which is why I 
think that trolling a tube needs to be done so slowly to reach maximum effective-
ness. The Hogy Tube has a thru-wire system with uniform weight to allow for a 
horizontal presentation when the boat is out of gear.

• Canvas Factor: The Hogy Perfect Tube is a large and highly visible target 
from afar, basically a 24inch long “Eat At Joes” billboard rolling its way 
through the current. The Hogy Perfect tube is ideal for long trolls along a 
contour line, over an area with mussel beds or an otherwise fishy area.
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• Tactical Factor: The Hogy Perfect Tube really shines as compared to other 
tubes in the “tactical” arena. The Helix Core inside the tube (designed to 
swim the tube at a perfect wobble) is oversized on purpose as it adds even 
weight throughout the entire tube (weight varies by length). So, if you are 
dropping on a fish that you mark on the fish finder by taking the boat out 
of gear, the tube will have a “uniform” descent in the water, which is far 
more natural than a tube with an egg sinker if you think about a sea worm 
that has lost its way. A sea worm will sink lengthwise if it was to flow to-
ward the bottom.

• Set It and Forget It: The built in Helix Core inside the Hogy Perfect Tube 
will take care of the action.

• Interactive: The Hogy Perfect Tube can be dropped by putting the reel in 
free spool or by taking the boat out of gear or turning sharply, which cre-
ates slack in the lines. It can also be surged to elicit strikes by a quick ac-
celeration of the boat, whether you have taken it out of gear or are trolling 
at a consistent speed.

• Capt. Mikes Favorite Situation: My favorite situation for trolling the Hogy 
Perfect Tube is in a rocky area with some current. I like to troll with the 
tide and take the boat out of gear to drop on targets I see on the fish finder. 
Usually the hits come after the boat is put back into gear on a drop.

Hogy Perfect Squid:

The Hogy Perfect Squid checks a lot of boxes. It can be fished out of the holder or 
jigged. It has light drag in the water allowing for use with light tackle. Depending 
on the size, the Hogy Perfect Squid can mimic very large bait, up to 12”. The Perfect 
Squid sheds weeds very well and can be fished at very high or low speeds.  Although 
pink and amber are the most popular colors used to imitate squid, the variety of 
colors that the Perfect Squid comes in allows you to imitate most other baitfish.

Canvas Factor: The Hogy Perfect Squid is great for covering large areas. For starters, 
it is weed resistant which makes covering large areas far more efficient; more lure 
time in the water and less weed checking typically adds up to more fish. If a weed 
check is necessary, the Hogy Perfect Squid can be reeled in quickly with very little 
drag.
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Canvas Factor (cont):  The Hogy Perfect Squid comes in three sizes (6, 8, and 
12-inches), and they are all large baits combined with highly visible colors, making 
them an easy target for fish to see from afar. It is easy to control the depth of a Hogy 
Perfect Squid as the amount of line you stream behind your boat determines how 
deep it runs and keeps it there consistently.

Tactical Approach: As far as trolling lures go, the Perfect Squids are the most nim-
ble. They have minimal drag and track a nice straight line and will follow turns with 
ease. Hogy Perfect squids have 2oz, 3oz and 4oz weights built into the nose, making 
them great candidates for the drop technique on marked fish.

Set It and Forget It: The long soft tentacles of the Hogy Perfect squid have a very 
fluid and natural action, making them 100% effective even if you decide to set your 
rods in holders.

Interactive: While they perform well for anglers who prefer the set it and forget 
it approach, an angler who prefers a “hands on” approach can vary their action 
in multiple ways, whether it is dropping them back quickly by taking the boat out 
of gear or putting the reel into free spool or giving them some extra scoot forward 
through a sudden, short increase in boat speed or even simply cranking the reel at 
high speed. 

Capt. Mikes Favorite Situation: I use the Hogy Perfect Squid when I want to work 
a large section of water that is holding scattered schools of fish that I have easi-
ly identified because of birds working or marks on my electronics. When schools 
of fish appear and disappear quickly on the surface, the Perfect Squid allows me to 
make sharp turns of my boat while still maintaining the lure’s fish attracting ac-
tion.  I also bring them out when there are a lot of weeds in the water as they shed 
them really well. They are also extremely tough and stand up well to bluefish.

Hogy Bait Ball Brella:

The Hogy Bait Ball Brella (BBB) is a modern twist on an old classic: the umbrel-
la rig. The BBB is made with rigging and crimping methods typically used on off-
shore dredges, but it avoids the heavy drag that typical umbrella rigs cause because 
of their heavy frame, well as the paddletail plastics that many manufacturers use 
when trying to imitate medium to large baitfish.
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The BBB simulates a tightly packed school of 12 medium to large baitfish forming a 
tight, nervous bait ball, with each rig featuring bulb squids in sizes and colorations 
that mimic a wide variety of baitfish stripers key in on, including herring, mackerel 
and sand eels. These rigs can be trolled fast or slow, and their design even allows 
you to drop the rig down quickly when you mark a school of fish at a deeper level 
than what you were trolling at – with no tangles.

The BBB has a HUGE profile in the water, making them the perfect offering when 
you are doing the trolling equivalent of “blind casting” – effectively searching a 
piece of fishy looking water you are confident is holding bass.

Set It and Forget It: An umbrella rig is traditionally fished in a rod holder, and be-
cause of its size and movement, the BBB will get a fish’s attention all on its own. 

Interactive: For anglers who prefer a more hands on approach, he Hogy Bait Ball 
Brella can be surged forward or dropped back. 

Capt. Mikes Favorite Situation: The huge size and profile of this rig makes it a 
great candidate for blind trolling in an area known to hold fish but with none im-
mediately visible. With a couple of these rigs behind the boat, you quickly identify 
whether or not there are fish in the area.

Hogy Pro Tail Paddle:

The Hogy Pro Tail Paddle is the best-kept secret as a replacement for trolling swim-
ming lures, bucktails or parachute jigs. The lure has a built in swimming action, but 
also has the weight and control to fish a variety of depths. The Hogy Pro Tail Pad-
dle has UV refracting pigmentation for greater visibility at depths. Often stripers 
will “hit” a bait and follow up with a more aggressive strike, and the soft but tough 
plastic of these baits will encourage that kind of second chance strike. 

Canvas Factor: The Hogy Pro Tail Paddle series comes in a variety of sizes, weights, 
and colors and they are easily swapped out to adjust for the depth, speed of the cur-
rent, and even how large the area is where you are trolling.

Tactical Factor: The life like flutter of the Hogy Pro Tail Paddle during a drop on 
a fish marked on the finder is deadly. Once the boat goes out of gear, the lure will 
swim its way to the bottom.

CASTING & JIGGING FOR STRIPED BASS
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Tactical Factor (cont): With weights up to 6oz, you can target a 30’ swing in the 
water column by adjusting for turns, free spooling and shifting in and out of gear. 
No striper-trolling lure will give you as much flexibility to work throughout the wa-
ter column with so little effort. 

Set It and Forget It: With the built in paddle, this lure can do all of the above from a 
rod holder.

Interactive: A Hogy Pro Tail Paddle can be surged, free spooled, and even jigged to 
produce the kind of action that a hands on angler desires.

Capt. Mikes Favorite Situation: This lure is a rock star in areas of wide spread 
structure or pods of baitfish, I like this lure especially in 20-50’ of water in the 5oz 
and 6oz weights. By taking the boat out of gear, you can get really deep with braid, 
not to mention lead core or wire line.

Striper Baits: Best Atlantic Silverside Imitations #113
Also known as the spearing or shiner in the northeast, silversides can be found 
around the rivers and estuaries of the western Atlantic from Canada to Florida. A 
mature silverside typically reaches a maximum of five and six-inches; during their 
spawning season from May to July, schools of smaller ones can be found, although 
they typically grow quite quickly. Silversides are quick swimmers that typically hide 
in grass beds or swim in schools for protection. Their name derives from the silvery 
band on their sides which is very distinctive, while their backs are greenish in color; 
the silver can be problematic if fish can be too keyed in on them if you are using a 
foreign color. The best retrieve for mimicking silversides is a quick, darting one that 
is provided by short snaps of the rod tip.  

• Hogy Top Imitator: The Hogy Epoxy Jig® lure in “Silverside” color is a 
dead rigger with a coloration pattern to match the name. This lure is best 
fished on a 7’ lite spinning rod at or around the surface with varied retrieve 
speeds.

• Trouble Shooting Extreme Bait Competition: If there is an extreme abun-
dance of silversides, so much so that it is hard to get a bass or albie to key 
in on one, your go to retrieve is Slow and Low, twitch, which will simulate 
a wounded silverside descending from the school. Cast just outside of the 
schools of bait.
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Striper Baits: Bay Anchovy Imitations #114
Schools of bay anchovies are easily identifiable by the orange or muddy brown ap-
pearance that their schools have. They are typically about 2 to 4”. Like the silver-
side, their coloration is very distinctive, easily identified by their orange or brown-
ish appearance and silver stripe down their sides. Also like the silverside, bass and 
albies can really key in on the appearance making it hard to catch without the right 
profile. Anchovy feeds can often be the most exciting as they shower the water. The 

best retrieve speed for mimicking these is a medium to fast retrieve.

• Hogy Top Imitator: The Hogy Epoxy Jig® lure in “Rainbait” or “Shrimp” 
color patterns are dead riggers with a coloration patterns in deep amber 
with a silver stripe and shrimp with silver stripe. This lure is best fished on 
a 7’ lite spinning rod at or around the surface using varied retrieve speeds 
and techniques.

• Trouble Shooting Extreme Bait Competition: If there is an extreme abun-
dance of bay anchovies, so much so that it is hard to get a bass or albie to 
key in on one, your go to retrieve is the “skippy retrieve:” cast just out-
side the school which will simulate one that has been separated from 
the school. Bay anchovies or rainbait are typically found in tight schools 
and you will often get a hut when your lure first hits the water and starts 
tumbling, so it is imperative to have contact you’re your Epoxy Jig® Lure 
when it hits the water. Another technique to grab a fish’s attention among 
shoals of bay anchovies is using a contrasting color such as Pink or Crack 
has also proven to be effective when fish around the thick schools of rain-
bait. 

Striper Baits: Juvenile Herring Imitations #115
Late summer and fall are the times when these small baitfish make their way out 
into the big ocean. Juvenile herring get balled up easily, but in my opinion often 
separate faster than other schooled baitfish. While schools of juvenile sea herring 
can appear at any time, juvenile river herring typically move out of their birthing 
waters and out into open water following a day or more of heavy rainfall.
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I personally find that predators keyed in on herring tend to be the easiest to catch. 
Their silvery blue tinge is a common color pattern. Juvenile herring are more chub-
by than not (like me!) and have a broader, deeper profile, so small softbaits are 
quite effective, in addition to small metals and Epoxy Jig® Lures. The best retrieve 
speed for mimicking small herring is a medium to fast retrieve with lots of twitches 
with your rod pointed downward.

• Hogy Top Imitator: The Hogy Epoxy Pro Tail paddle in 3.5”, 4.5” and 5.5” 
are hands down our top imitators for small herring. You have some op-
tions color wise but Bone UV, Silver, Blue/Blue Herring and White are the 
top colors. Fish these Hogy Pro Tail Paddles with your tip pointed at waist 
height or slightly downward toward the water while varying your retrieve 
speed. Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures and Herring Jigs are also excellent choic-
es and they come in a multitude of colors that will do an excellent job of 
mimicking juvenile herring.  Another option is the Peanut Bunker Jig in 
the Pilchard Color.

Striper Baits: Peanut Bunker Imitations #116
You know fall has either arrived or is imminent when peanut bunker show up. Like 
the bay anchovy, peanut bunker ball up in great numbers just under the surface. 
Peanut bunker typically range from 2 to 3inches,  and like both the bay anchovy and 
the silversides, peanut bunker have a very distinctive color patterns. When they are 
dead, they appear to be silver as they lose their coloration very quickly. Don’t be 
fooled! When alive and well in their habitat, peanut bunker are primarily olive on 
top with hints of pink and yellow on their silver sides and bellies. They also fea-
ture distinct dark spots behind their gills and along their sides. Remember this 
coloration when choosing your peanut bunker imitations.

• Hogy Top Imitator:  It is difficult for us to choose a single “top peanut 
bunker imitator” in the Hogy line of lures because we have so many excel-
lent options to choose from.  We have created an air brushed soft bait (3.5” 
– 5.5” Hogy Pro Tail Paddle), a metal jig (The Hogy Peanut Bunker Jig) and 
our famous Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lure in olive and silver. We have also intro-
duced a new Peanut Bunker coloration in the 7/8-ounce series. Each of 
these lures feature the natural coloration of a live peanut bunker.
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• Trouble Shooting  A “Too Much Bait” Scenario: The best retrieve speed 
for mimicking peanut bunker is a medium to fast retrieve. When fishing 
around especially dense schools of peanut bunker, when it is hard to get a 
bass or albie to key in on your lure amongst so many of the real thing, your 
go to retrieve is a tip in the water fast retrieve, which will often draw an 
aggressive  response since a predator fish will have to react immediately 
to a fleeing baitfish. Another option when you are competing with a large 
number of peanut bunker is to select a contrasting color, such as Pink, Albie 
Crack, or Purple.

Striper Baits: Sand Eel Imitations #117
No matter what they might be called in different areas, I think there are sand eels in 
every body of water. Sand eels can range from 2 to 9inches and nothing drives bass 
and albies crazier than big balls of sand eels. They can show up at all levels of the 
water column so be ready with lures of different weights to reach where the bait, 
and most likely the predator fish, are holding . Sand eels have olive backs and silver 
sides, so that is where you should start when selecting lures to use when you locate 
fish chowing on these slender baitfish. That said, a long, narrow profile goes a long 
way in imitating sand eels.

• Hogy Top Imitator:  As is the case with the peanut bunker, selecting 
just one option in the Hogy line up as the best is difficult since we have  
made imitating sand eels such a top priority. The Hogy sand eel family 
includes an air brushed soft bait (the 7 to”9”Hogy Pro Tail Eel in olive), 
a perfect sand eel imitation in soft plastic (the 4, 6, and 7-inch dark ol-
ive Sand Eels), a metal jig (the Sand Eel Jig) and our famous Hogy Epoxy 
Jig® Lure in olive. Other options that can be used when targeting bass 
that are feeding on sand eels include the 7 and 9-inch HDUV Jiggin’ 
soft plastic in olive and the Skinny and Original series, again in olive. 
We have even combined our take on the classic diamond jig with a Hogy 
soft plastic sand eel in our Dancing Diamond Sand Eel Jigs.

• Trouble Shooting The Too Much Bait Scenario: The best retrieve speed 
for mimicking sand eels is a slow to medium retrieve.
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• Trouble Shooting The Too Much Bait Scenario (cont): If there are large 
numbers of sand eels in the water (think May and June in Cape Cod 
Bay), so much so that it is hard to get a bass or albie to key in on one, 
your go to retrieves include the tip in the water fast retrieve or the 
dead drop and slow twitch, which will simulate a wounded sand eel 
falling away from the school. Remember that at times, the best retrieve 
is no forward movement at all since sand eels often hold throughout 
the water column and drift along with the current . For example, if you 
find bass feeding on schools of sand eels deep in the water column, the 
twitchy jigging method is effective since it puts your injured looking 
offering right in front of feeding fish. 

Striper Baits: Squid Imitations #118
Around inshore striper waters, you will often encounter large squid in the spring 
that have moved onto the shoals to spawn, followed by juvenile squid relatively 
soon after the spawning season is over. Needless to say, small squid are a bass de-
light in June and July. Small squid school up, but not as tightly as some of the other 
we have covered. Squid have an amazing ability to change color in an instant, rang-
ing from white and pale pink to bright combinations of pink, red, orange, and even 
tan/brown. When unhurried, squid will often hang in small schools, moving back 
and forth with the current, but when harassed, they can move at amazing speeds 
by sucking water into their mantles and then forcing it out of the siphon they orig-
inally used to fill their mantle. In essence, squid are “jet propelled,” which is why I 
would recommend a medium to fast retrieve.

• Hogy Top Imitator:  It’s hard to beat our Hogy Original line up in sizes 
7” and 9” for imitating squid in amber, bone and bubble gum rigged on a 
lightly weighted or unweighted swimbait hooks.  Also popular is our Pro 
Tail Eel series in pink, bone and squid in all sizes, especially when a deeper 
presentation is required. Our new Charter Grade Squid Plugs are a perfect 
choice when you want to experience the thrill of a bass exploding on a sur-
face plug.
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• Trouble Shooting Too Much Bait:  Hogy Original soft plastics are an ef-
fective squid imitation when presented in a number of ways, from casting 
uptide and swinging them through along a rip, both in front of the white 
water as well as in the face and backside of the waves. This technique 
works well when there are enough squid in the rip to keep the fish inter-
ested, but not large concentrations. If you see fish feeding aggressively on 
large numbers of squid and a sliding, swinging type of retrieve isn’t draw-
ing the attention you would like, then the skippy retrieve, which will sim-
ulate a frightened squid that is fleeing for its life, will elicit a competitive 
strike response.

Striper Baits: Butterfish Imitations #120
Schools of baby butterfish often ball up in the fall and provide another food source 
that fish like bass and albies feed on heavily. Butterfish have a unique broad, round 
profile that is hard to replicate and still have a good swimming action with a metal 
lure. As a result, softbaits with a similar profile in bone or silvery coloration is the 
way to go. They are slow moving, so a slow to medium retrieve is ideal.

• Hogy Top Imitator:  We have two deadly options for imitating juvenile 
butterfish. The best option is our Hogy Protail Series Paddle in up to 5.5” 
with bone, violet, and silver our top selling colors. A metal lure option 
would be our Peanut Jig series in our blue/silver patterns.

Striper Baits: Lobster Imitations #121
I can’t tell you how many lobsters I have found in the belly of big stripers. I’ve also 
heard of numerous lobster fishermen telling of stripers boiling behind their boats 
scooping up “shorts” as they are tossed back . Nocturnal stripers are forage feeders 
and often prey on lobsters that also happen to be more active at night. Most lob-
sters are a combination of black, dark green, and orange, a coloration that our Hogy 
Lobster matches. Although stripers can handle a mouthful, the ideal striper sized 
lobster is 6 to 8-inches, which is what we chose when creating the Hogy Lobster.
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• Hogy Top Imitator:  The mold for the Hogy Lobster was made from an 
actual lobster. These baits are hand poured with a buoyant plastic so when 
rigged with a .5oz to 4oz Jig Head, the claws will float up in a defensive 
posture. Fish these baits by scooting them along the bottom.

Striper Baits: Crab Imitations #122
In addition to lobsters, stripers love crabs. I have witnessed happy feeds when 
stripers were slurping on spawning lady crabs getting swept down in the tide. A lady 
crab has white, pink, amber and blue hues. Pink and amber are the most popular 
colorations to imitate a lady crab.

• Hogy Top Imitator:  The Soft Shell Crab. Rig this little crab on a Hogy Soft 
Circle hook and let it sweep down tide. For a more conventional option, 
we recommend the Hogy Original 7” and 10” rigged on a Swimbait hook, 
again, fished in the tide. 

Striper Baits: Baby Fluke Imitations #123
Baby fluke or flounder are another commonly found baitfish in the belly of stripers. 

• Hogy Top Imitator:  The Hogy 3.5” and 5” Hogy Flounders are designed 
specifically for imitating baby flatfish. They can be rigged on ig heads and 
hopped along the bottom in shallow water. Fish them with the rod tip 
pointed upward and bounce on the bottom the same way you would fish a 
bucktail.

Striper Baits: Eel Imitations #124
The eel is perhaps the most iconic bait used when targeting stripers. Big soft plas-
tics are the ultimate imitator of eels for big stripers and have been fooling trophy 
class fish for decades. Many anglers will tandem rig a large soft bait much the same 
way traditional anglers would tandem rig a dead eel but we find that if big softbaits 
are fished at a fast retrieve, the vast majority of strikes are targeted at the head. 
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• Hogy Top Imitator:  

• 10” Hogy Original and 14” Hogy Original fished on Swimbait hook: 
Fish this bait fast. The added action and speed will draw reaction strikes 
from hesitant fish and also make more attention drawing commotion. 
It’s hard to beat a fast-fished softbait as an eel imitator.

• 10.5” Tandem Pro Tail: Unlike the single hook version, we like to fish 
this version slowly on the bottom for fish that want a less aggressive 
presentation or in the surf where you don’t have a lot of distance to 
work the bait before it is at your feet and needs to be cast again.

• 13” Slappy: This long, slender bait has eel-like movement, even when 
fished at the slowest speeds. Don’t be afraid to use even the lightest jig 
heads. A very subtle fall is super life-like with these long, slender, eel-
like baits.

Strategy: How to Find Stripers on Cape Cod #130
There are really three components to consider when breaking down any striper 
fishing situation: Timing, Signs, and The Elements. 

Timing: Like all good things in life, timing is everything but when fishing for strip-
ers, thinking about “timing” can often tell you where they might be next. Often a 
“should have been here yesterday” situation can be pivoted to a “fish on” situation 
by extrapolating the conditions by understanding patterns from before, during and 
after the hot bite. Here’s how I look at timing:

• Seasonality: Seasonality will help you state the obvious. For starters ear-
ly season’s low water temps come with the territory and vice versa in the 
heat of the summer. Also, many spots follow the same patterns from year 
to year. Learn which spots fish better at the various stages of the season. 
Start there. Bait size and type will also change throughout the season.

• “Yesterday”: If you have good reports, start there. Replicate as much as 
possible if the conditions are similar to those a day or two prior to when
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• “Yesterday” (cont): you are fishing, but be prepared to work from there 
if what you encounter is different. Many times the playbook remains un-
changed, but many times, a new day in the same spot calls for a few small 
adjustments to fully capitalize.

• Tide: If you know what time the fishing was good yesterday; consider ad-
justing for the timing of today. Often stripers and the bait move with tide 
over the cycle. The fishing can move as many as a couple of miles over a 
couple hours of fishing. If you are fishing without a report, use this same 
concept to your advantage. The stage of the tide at hand might help sug-
gest where to “put lines in.”

• Time of day: Obviously a non-issue if you are replicating a report, but 
there’s a few good rules of thumb here. Early morning fish and sunset fish 
tend to be far more aggressive, meaning that a faster trolling or retrieve 
speed might be the way to go. Stripers are sensitive to light and often go 
deeper during the high sun portions of the day.

Signs: A full on surface blitz with breaking fish and diving birds doesn’t happen 
every day. Nine times out of ten, we need to put a little investigative work in play 
before we start the hunt. Some signs are obvious, like fish we can see. Others are 
subtler. Here’s the list of possible signs; the more I recognize when fishing an area, 
the longer I will tend to linger even if fishing is slow since I have greater expecta-
tions that it will turn on at some point.

• Birds:

• Size: For starters, bird size will likely tell you what size bait fish are 
feeding on. Small terns often mean sand eels, silversides, anchovies, 
small squid and whatever else might be small. Conversely with big gulls 
and gannets, odds are that fish in area are feeding on adult squid, her-
ring, pogies (menhaden/bunker), large sand eels or mackerel. 

• Activity: The Holy Grail for bird watching anglers is when they happen 
upon a concentration of seabirds that are working aggressively over a 
patch of water; it is very common for predator fish to be pushing bait up 
to the surface when you find flocks of seabirds diving and wheeling. Al-
though you will usually see bird activity, sometimes you will hear their 
excited cries that can lead you to blitzing fish before you see them.
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• Activity (cont): When you are lucky enough to encounter “happy” 
birds, it is a no brainer situation to put lines in.

• No matter how large the area is that birds are working over or how 
many flocks of birds are working that area, stopping to observe what is 
taking place is always a good practice.

• The weakest bird activity scenario is when you happen terns “kiss-
ing” the water. This often occurs when terns feeding on very small bait 
without any help from predators below. Looking for any other signs is 
helpful since they can help you decide if there are predator fish around 
or the small seabirds are simply enjoying a snack, with no help from 
any fish.

• Loitering: A bunch of birds “hanging” out can be a good sign, mean-
ing that something just happened and they are waiting for it to happen 
again. It could also mean that a dragger went by earlier, leaving a sup-
ply of bycatch. It also might be that they are simply hanging out and 
resting. Who knows! One way to test what loitering birds are doing is to 
approach them; if they are annoyed but try to stay close, that’s a good 
sign. If they simply take off, they can be written off.

• Certain species of seabirds such as shearwaters will look down into the 
water, often completely submerging their heads; if you see this behav-
ior, there is a good chance that their something below that is drawing 
their attention.

• Bait: Do you see bait on the surface? On the finder? That’s a good sign. 
Is the bait clustered? It’s a good sign if bait is tightly balled up since that 
could be an indication that they are employing a strategy that some folks 
call “the strength in numbers.” By forming a tight school, individual bait-
fish decrease the odds of them being singled out and eaten by predators in 
the area.  

• If you are marking or seeing lots of bait, but can’t determine whether 
there are fish in the area, this is a good time to rethink what any birds 
in the area are doing. Birds are pretty good at knowing where the action 
is about to happen. Do you see birds loitering and signs of bait? That’s a 
pretty good combination. 
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• What do you know about the bait you are seeing or marking? What kind 
is it?  If you don’t know the species, is it big or small? Packed? Scat-
tered? Answers to any of these questions will guide you. 

• Another factor to consider is how the bait is swimming or moving. With 
experience, you will develop a sense of how each type of baitfish moves 
when it is being harassed or not. Then again, if you see bait spraying out 
of the water, quickly changing direction, or the larger schools break-
ing up into smaller clusters, there is a good chance that they are being 
hounded by predators.

• I prefer seperated, dense clusters on the fishfinder over seeing the the 
bottom paved with bait with the idea being that the predators have 
balled up the bait. This is a good sign that something is going on. Happy 
baitfish are boring baitfish!

• While you are waiting for something to start going on and you see bait-
fish milling around on the surface, it’s a good idea to drift with the 
school. When the stripers get active again, you’ll be at the right place at 
the right time. 

• Slicks: An oil slick is a thin layer of oil floating on the surface of the water, 
which typically appears “flat” or very calm with a distinctive sheen. Slicks 
are important signs for anglers since when predator fish feed heavily on 
baitfish, the oil in the bodies of the latter is released and floats to the sur-
face. One of the most common slick scenarios is when bluefish are feeding 
on pogies or menhaden, a species that is known for their heavy oil content. 
Many anglers believe that you must stop and investigate any slick, no mat-
ter how small. If you have a combination of bait, birds, and slicks, the odds 
that there are predator fish in the area have gone way up.

• Breaking Fish: Obviously, the best sign is when you can see “breaking” or 
feeding predator fish. If you see legitimate striper targets on the fish find-
er and no other signs, you’re in pretty good shape. If you see targets, birds, 
bait, and slicks, you are in great fish! If you add in breaking fish, well, if 
you are not catching fish, it’s something you’re doing and time to address 
your approach. It might be frustrating, and therefore tempting...
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• Breaking Fish (cont): to leave this kind of scenario, but always remember 
“It’s usually a bad idea to leave fish to find fish.”

Elements:

• Current Speed: Let’s say you are marking stripers and or bait and they are 
toward the bottom in 40’. Knowing the current speed is important as it will 
help you select lure weight and size, line type and boat speed to get down 
there.

• Light: Thinking about the lighting will help you in a couple of ways. On 
darker rainy or foggy days, stripers can often feed closer to the surface 
throughout the day, which might impact trolling speed. A higher speed 
or a series of turns will raise your lures if you are using heavy gear. Also, 
sometimes switching to a darker lure for greater contrast in low light will 
help increase the lure’s visibility. I default to matching the hatch, but 
adapting lure color to the light conditions is my first lure adjustment.

• Temperature: In the early season, a heat wave can fire up cool sluggish 
fish and conversely, a heat wave in high season can push fish into deeper 
water or shut them down by day.

• Wind: I look at wind in three ways when assessing a trolling situation for 
stripers.

• Direction: Did it change from yesterday?  If so, where might that 
wind direction have pushed the fish over the night? Did it change to 
the East or Northeast? Well that just stinks, because that wind kills 
fishing. In that case, your might be better off grinding it out where 
you know the fish are. You’ll be in the same boat in any other spot!

• Wind Pull: Crosswinds can push and pull on trolling lines. If I’m 
fishing in heavy wind situations, I will let more line out or switch to 
a deeper or heavier lure.

• Impact on Migrating fish: Are fish following the general direction 
of the wind? Ask yourself if the past day to day variations on where 
they were was consistent with the prevailing wind direction. If they 
are moving with the wind, use this intel to project where you might 
start.
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How To: Soft Bait Retrieves #140
Softbaits can be broken down into 2 categories:

1. Top Water: Top water softbaits are typically eel tail softbaits rigged with 
unweighted or lightly weighted Swimbait hooks and soft circle Hooks.

2. Sub Surface: Sub Surface softbaits are typically rigged on jig heads or have 
the weights and hooks molded into the lure.

Top Water: Unweighted and Lightly Weighted Softbaits

Eel Tails

In my opinion, unweighted eel tail style softbaits have the sexiest action of all lures 
on the market, making them worth the effort and extra time spent rigging, as well 
as learning to deal with the challenges of casting them into the wind. Due to their 
long slender nature, eel tails are the best suited for top water lightly weighted style 
fishing.

Unweighted and lightly weighted softbaits will respond to any movement impart-
ed by the angler, even the subtlest of twitches. A lightly weighted softbait will even 
have movement on its own drifting in current.

The long, flexible nature of soft plastic paired with light rigging makes this rig diffi-
cult to cast in the wind and achieve great distances.

Hogy Options:

Hogy Original Series: At Hogy, we specifically designed this series for use with our 
weighted and unweighted Swimbait hooks. The Hogy Original has a hook slot on the 
belly to accommodate a faster more secure hook up. The plastic has a special blend 
for maximum flexibility while still maintaining toughness. 

Hogy Swimbait Hooks: We use the strongest and the sharpest hooks on the mar-
ket. Hogy Swimbait hooks are available weighted and unweighted and sizes cor-
relate to the length of the soft bait. 
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Three Retrieves:

1) Twitch Pause “Walk The Dog”: The “Walk the Dog” style retrieve is your go 
to method for just about any situation you would fish an unweighted or lightly 
weighted softbait on a Swimbait hook. You can keep your retrieve steady or you 
can impart a series of pauses. This is a great retrieve technique at just about all 
retrieve speeds.

Rod position: Tip Pointed Toward the water

Steps:
1. Cast out; collect your line before retrieving.
2. Point tip of rod toward the water
3. Impart a short twitching motion, medium reel retrieve speed.

2) Slow and Slow: Slow and low is a good retrieve for structure in relatively 
shallow water where you may what to focus on all levels of the water column, 
including in or around the structure at hand. 

Rod position: Tip Pointed Toward the water

Steps:
1. Cast out, let the bait sink for any amount of time. 
2. Start with a couple short cranks and impart a few twitches. 
3. Pause, and let the bait sink again
4. Repeat.

3) Tip-In and Burn: “Fast and Furious”: This is a great technique to draw a 
reaction strike. The bait will be ripping through the water just below the surface 
with the occasional surface break. This is a useful technique when there are fish 
visible in the area that are not committing to a strike.

Rod position: Tip Pointed Toward the water
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Steps (cont):
1. Cast uptide.
2. Collect your line so you have control and feel.
3. Reel at a high speed, either maintaining it to the end of the retrieve or oc-

casionally stopping for a brief moment before beginning again.

4) Hybrid Cast: This is a cast where you switch between the 3 primary softbait 
techniques. This is a great technique when you are blind casting in an area that 
you know is holding fish.

5) Dead Drift: The dead drift technique is suited for moving water in a channel, 
river, or canal; at times, dead drifting a soft plastic over a piece of water where 
fish are holding behind structure is the best course of action giving them the op-
portunity to dart out and pick up dinner . In this situation, you are going to cast 
uptide and let your soft bait drift down tide, leaving all the action to the fluidity 
of big soft bait drifting through the water. This is a great technique to use during 
a worm hatch.

Rod position: Parallel to the water

1. Cast uptide.

2. Collect your line so you have control and feel

3. Slowly reel, if necessary to manage slack in the line. Meanwhile, your 
softbait will be flexing in the current, imitating a dead or wounded baitfish 
getting swept down tide.)

4. A pick up will be a subtle tap, so be ready to set the hook. A striper can spit 
the bait out as fast as it inhales it.

Subsurface: Weighted Soft Baits

Weighted softbaits are fished very similarly to bucktail jigs in that you are likely in a 
tip-up position and the presentation is up and down over the trajectory of the re-
trieve. Weighted softbaits typically fall into two categories:

• Paddle Tail: A paddle tail will sink slower and have more action on a steady 
retrieve.

• Eel Tail: An eel tail will sink faster, but require more rod action to make it 
look “alive”
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Hogy Options:

• Hogy HDUV Series + Hogy Jig Heads: Hogy’s HDUV JIGGIN’ tails comp in 
paddle and eel tail versions and are designed to interface with our Premi-
um Jig Heads. The benefit of a jig head and replaceable tail option is that 
you can re-rig as the soft plastic bait gets torn up; you can reuse the jig 
head and replace the tails as needed, making it more cost efficient in the 
long run.  On the other hand, there is more time involved in rigging one 
of the Jiggin’ series baits. Our JIGGIN’ Tails have a very soft fluid plas-
tic and have the most action, but tend to be a little less durable than our 
“pre-molded” Pro Tail Series. 

The Hogy HDUV eel tail has UV pigmentation, which reflects UV rays giv-
ing the lure greater visibility in deeper water. The smaller 7-inch versions 
are ideal for imitating smaller inshore sized sand eels and various inshore 
baitfish. The larger 9-inch version is more popular in deeper water with 
boat anglers and can be both cast and jigged. 

Olive, bone and bubble gum are the most popular colors in this series. Jig 
head options range from 3/8oz to 4oz. and all Hogy Jig Head feature the 
strongest and the sharpest hooks on the market. 

• Hogy Pro Tails: Hogy Pro Tail Series are also offered in eel and paddle tail 
versions. There is no rigging involved with the Pro Tail series which is a 
huge time saver, especially when the fishing is hot and heavy. Hogy Pro 
Tails are designed to catch trophy class fish, including tuna to 250lbs on 
our models with 8/0 hooks and larger. Sizes range from 4.25-inches to 
9-inches and in weights from 1-ounce to 5-ounces. The Hogy Pro Tail is 
fished exactly the same way as a traditional jig head rigged softbait and 
the most popular colors are the same as the Hogy HDUV Jiggin Tail series: 
Olive, white and pink.

Weighted Paddle-Tail Soft Baits

1. Steady Retrieve: It’s easy to over analyze this retrieve. The beauty of a 
paddle tail bait is that you can simply cast and reel. The paddle will vibrate, 
thereby calling in fish with its rapid motion and underwater vibration. It’s 
easy as that, which is why they are perhaps the most popular form of soft 
plastic in saltwater. 
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1. Steady Retrieve (cont): One mistake anglers make with these lures is to 
use the same retrieve speed at all times; vary your retrieve speed to “crack 
the code” and find which is most effective. 

2. Reel – Pause: The “Reel-Pause” method is the most versatile retrieve for 
fishing with paddle tail softbaits. This method works both at high speeds 
and slow. When the lure is at “cruising” speed, the paddle’s vibration 
will be calling the fish in. The pause is built in to allow a little time for the 
predator to catch up, but not so much such that it will spook the fish. Of-
ten it’s when the lure’s speed picks back up is often when you’ll get the 
strike.

Rod position: Horizontal and tip up positions

Steps:
a. Cast out; collect your line before retrieving.
b. Find comfortable rod placement.
c. Start reeling and change speed to find the most attractive one.
d. Insert pauses

i. Randomly when “searching” or blind casting.
ii. When fish is visibly following the lure, use a short pause since 
it is generally unnatural for a baitfish to stop its forward move-
ment when it is being pursued.

Weighted Eel-Tail Soft Baits 

You have more versatility will eel tail softbaits than you do paddle tails. An eel tail 
softbait likes to dance with rod action and will come alive in the hands of an ex-
perienced angler. The eel tail has less drag, making it easier to get down to greater 
depths in situations such as deep open water or in an inlet or channel with heavy 
currents. Eel tail softbaits are great imitators of sand eels, but larger versions are 
under estimated as imitators of herring, mackerel and pogies (menhaden/bunker).

1. Steady Retrieve: This retrieve often produces the desired action. While the tip 
of the tail will still dance, an eel tail’s action is far more subtle than a paddle tail 
and looks more like a stick on a steady retrieve.

Rod position: Horizontal or tip up at an angle.
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2. Twitch and Reel: The “twitch and reel” is the most popular retrieve for 
eel tail softbaits. You could argue that this retrieve resembles a jigging 
motion in that you are imparting short snappy twitches to the lure as 
your retrieve, putting a very active motion throughout the entire soft-
bait.

Rod Position: Tip up.

3. Bottom Bouncing: An eel tail has less drag than a paddle tail when the 
lure is sinking on a drop, making it a very good candidate to bounce 
along the bottom, much the same as you would a bucktail jig. Other 
than letting it sink to the bottom, the retrieve method is exactly the 
same as the twitch and reel but perhaps at slower speeds.

Rod Position: Tip up.

How To: Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lure Retrieves #141
Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures

The Hogy Epoxy Jig® lure is a very unique lure in that it has the size and shape of a 
metal jig but is 1/3 the weight for its overall size. This means you can fish this lure 
in a number of different ways that you couldn’t fish a lead jig which would either be 
slow and deep or fast and just below the surface. The Hogy Epoxy Jig® lure’s light-
ness will allow you to change action with rod-tip angle and speed very easily.

• Skippy Retrieve: This retrieve is probably the most exciting way to catch 
fish on the Hogy Epoxy Jig® lure. In this retrieve, you tip is pointed up, 
as high as you can get it. With a fast retrieve, fast enough to keep the lure 
skimming on the surface, impart short twitching motions to force the 
Hogy Epoxy Jig® lure to pop out of the water and simulate a fleeing bait 
from a predator. This is an excellent retrieve for stripers keyed in on squid 
and for just about any situation with tuna and false albacore here in New 
England. Strikes on this retrieve are very powerful and sudden. 

• Slow and Low: With the slow and low retrieve, your goal is to work multi-
ple levels in the water column. You want your tip pointed toward the wa-
ter. Impart short twitching motions with your rod as you maintain a slow 
to medium retrieve. Pause periodically to let the Hogy Epoxy Jig® lure sink 
to whatever depth you desire before continuing to retrieve.
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How To: Hogy Metals Retrieves #142
Metals come in all shapes and sizes. At Hogy, our lineup is no different. Each lure 
is designed to have a specific profile and action in the water. Each of our jigs can be 
cast or jigged. Here’s an outline on how to fish each of our metals:

Hogy Heavy Minnow: The Hogy Heavy Minnow Jig is designed to imitate small 
baitfish and have a high weight density relative to its overall size making this lure 
a long distance caster. The best way to fish this lure is at a medium to fast lure re-
trieve. If on a boat, the rod tip should be in a horizontal position when you are cast-
ing and retrieving this lure. The Hogy Heavy Minnow can be vertically jigged and is 
best suited for shallow water conditions. From Shore, your rod position should be 
pointed upward, again, with a medium to fast retrieve.

Hogy Sand Eel Jig: The Hogy Sand Eel Jig is true to its name as its shape perfectly 
imitates a sand eel. The lighter versions (1.25oz and 2.5oz) respond to rod tip action 
on a retrieve. In shallow water, the Hogy Sand eel jig is a medium to fast retrieve 
lure with the rod tip pointed slightly upward. In deeper water, pauses can be im-
parted into the retrieve. The lure will have a flutter on the drop, which often induc-
es strikes. The Sand Eel Jig can be vertically fished at all depths and fishes well at 
any retrieve speed, even just letting it tumble through the water column. The 2.5oz 
version is popular with surface anglers using heavy outfits looking for heavy weight 
with a slender profile.

Hogy Squinnow: The Hogy Squinnow is a funky little jig and has a natural wobble 
built in. The Hogy Squinnow jig fishes best at a slow to medium retrieve with the 
rod tip position or angle not as important as it is with other style jigs. When fished 
vertically, a slow jigging motion will leverage its natural fluttering action the most.

Hogy Herring Jig: The Hogy Herring jig has a taper toward its belly that aids with 
a built in wobbling action. A medium to fast retrieve will swim this lure on a heavy 
rod. The lure flutters on a drop and pauses are recommended when blind casting in 
open water. A slow jig is ideal when fished vertically.
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The Hogy Peanut Jig: The peanut jig has the same body profile as the herring jig, 
only scaled down. This bait has a deadly wobble built in on light tackle and also a 
natural flutter on a drop. A slow to medium retrieve is ideal with horizontal rod 
positioning from a boat and in a tip up position from shore.

Hogy Dancing Diamond Jig: It’s hard to beat the effectiveness of this lure. The 
real action is in the tail, which is a rigged Hogy Soft Bait Sand Eel on a crazy sharp 
Siwash hook. All you need to do is cast and reel and the tail will do the rest; make 
sure to alter your retrieve speed until you find the one that works best. On the jig, 
it’s the same scenario; let the lure drop and the Soft Bait Sand Eel will “dance,” as 
the name suggests. Be prepared for hits as the rig drops and try different jigging 
motions until you get the correct one “dialed in.”

How To: Plug Retrieves for Stripers #143
The Hogy Popper
A popper is an excellent “search bait” in that it makes a loud “popping” noise, 
getting a fish’s attention through sight and sound; our Hogy Popper also features 
internal rattles, increasing its sound impact. It is typically retrieved slowly in the 
water, which gives fish in the surrounding area time to respond. A popper is ideal 
in calm, quiet water where it will have the most auditory impact. 

A common tactic is to use a popper to determine whether or not fish are in the 
area; even if the fish are only slapping at the plug and not getting hooked, you can 
then switch over to a method that will produce hook-ups.

While poppers from other makers come in both floating and sinking models, we 
have chosen the former since they are easier to work for inexperienced anglers. 

Rod position: Tip pointed toward the water or to any position above horizontal on a 
boat, while it is most common to hold the rod tip at a higher degree above horizon-
tal when fishing from shore.

Steps: Using a rigid knot, like a uni, clinch or other jam knot, is a good choice since 
they help produce the most splash and pop out of this type of plug. You’ll want to 
begin with your rod tip pointed slightly above or below the 9 o’ clock position when 
fishing from a boat.
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Steps (cont): For a slow, chugging action, use single sharp downward pops followed 
by two to three second pauses. When trying to cover a lot of water quickly, utilize a 
series of short sharp downward twitches while retrieving at a medium-fast speed, 
imparting occasional pauses to trigger reaction strikes from fish that may be fol-
lowing the popper.

A method that is often used by freshwater anglers but is overlooked by those who 
fish in the salt is to cast a popper out and just let it sit after it hits the water. Allow 
the plug to bob and weave as the circles it produces on the water’s surface spread 
out, drawing the attention of fish in the area. When things settle a bit, give the plug 
a sharp pop or two and then work it back to the boat at whatever retrieve speed and 
action you prefer. 

The Dog Walker
A walk-the-dog or spook type plug like the Hogy Dog Walker is great bait in that it 
creates a more subtle, waking commotion on the surface that drives fish crazy. Un-
like poppers, which some anglers fish way too fast, when you get a spook plug do-
ing its head swinging, side-to-side action, you will typically be moving slowly at a 
steady pace though the water, which can elicit more reaction strikes than a popper. 
You would use a Dog Walker when you know fish are in a general area but are rela-
tively scattered. A Dog Walker is also an excellent choice to fish in or around heavy 
structure.

Rod position: Your rod tip can be pointed in any number of positions when fishing 
a spook or walk-the-dog plug. Some anglers fish a spook with the rod tip pointed at 
the water, while others prefer an upward angler between 30 and 45-degrees above 
horizontal. When watching anglers who are experienced at walking-the-dog, you 
will see that same side-to-side swing no matter how the rod is held.

Steps: Using a loop knot or swivel/clip with a rounded profile that allows the head 
of the plug freedom of movement, the idea is to give the rod a quick snap, produc-
ing enough controlled slack to allow the head to swing left-and-right. “Controlled 
slack” means producing enough freedom for the head of the plug to swing while 
maintaining contact and forward movement in case a fish hits the plug. A spook can 
also be fished like a pencil popper, with the rod held at a 45-degree angle while it is 
pushed-and-pulled, again producing controlled slack and a fish attracting side-to-
side waggle. 
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The Hogy Slider
Unlike many traditional swimming plugs, which have a metal or plastic bill or swim 
plate mounted at their head to produce their swimming motion, a slider plug’s 
swinging, erratic action results from the shape and design of the plug. The slider is 
a subsurface plug and does not produce fish attracting wakes or other surface dis-
turbances, but its action creates plenty of visual attraction and the rattles inside will 
help aid auditory awareness. Swimming plugs are great for targeting a specific area, 
structure or repeated blind casting. Since swimming plugs are subsurface lures, 
they are effective in rough, windy conditions whereas a surface swimmer is often 
rendered less effective in these circumstances.

Rod position: When fishing on a boat, a slider is most effective when the rod tip is 
pointed toward the water, whereas shore anglers will keep their rod tip horizontal.

Steps: Using a loop knot tied directly to your slider, you’ll want to begin with your 
rod tip pointed at or below the 9 o’ clock position. For the most consistent side-to-
side kick, simply use a steady, slow to medium slow speed retrieve. The slider per-
forms best at slower speeds, but can be retrieved with a medium speed stop-and-go 
retrieve to trigger reaction strikes from aggressive fish. Additionally, you can im-
part rapid, two to three-inch twitches with occasional pauses to create an erratic 
fleeing baitfish action.

Strategy: Tips For Casting To Striped Bass #150
Developing a strategy: The first step in developing your strategy is to fully under-
stand the structure (or lack thereof) that you are casting to:

• Open Water: “Open Water” is a pretty generic term and represents AT-
LEAST 80% of targeting stripers by boat; to me, casting in open water 
means any situation where you are targeting/searching for fish that are 
not holding in physical structure such as rocky shorelines, jetties, or weed 
lines. Unlike rips, current seams, or other water “structure,” open water 
doesn’t necessarily provide highly visible and obvious places to fish. In 
open water, you might be blind casting or sight casting . You’ll often focus 
on the signs in the area, using your knowledge of the area while remaining 
astutely aware of any changes in conditions since the last time you fished 
there.
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• Structure: Striped bass are creatures of opportunity. Stripers, particularly 
big ones, will tend to hang out in areas that will hold a food chain or create 
some sort of disturbance where bait is easily ambushed. Rips, rocks, boul-
ders, mussel beds, shorelines, and drop offs are all great places to target. 
The best part of fishing structure is that you need fewer signs to validate 
your choice to fish there. There is almost always a chance to find a striper 
in any of these habitats. The thing I like about trolling in or around struc-
ture is that these areas produce all season long. 

Casting for stripers in a boat can be broken into four scenarios: Assuming you 
know or think stripers are likely to be in the area you are fishing, here’s a few rule 
of thumbs I follow and how I break down casting in my mind.

1. Blind Casting:

a. Top water: Usually noisy lures that make a lot of commotion are the 
go-to lures in wide-open water. If fish are spread out, you’ll need to 
call them in. If stripers in this situation are keyed in on big baits, you’ll 
need to switch to big lures. Big and loud are the names of the game.

b. Midlevel: If I am using sub-surface lures in open water, it is because I 
know the fish are in whatever depth range I am targeting. My favorite 
lures in this situation are weighted paddle tails like the Hogy Pro Tail 
Paddles. The great thing about this kind of paddle is that you can fish 
relatively close to the surface with a medium retrieve in a tip up po-
sition but you can fish much deeper using the “count” down method. 
Cast and let the lure sink to what you estimate to be the desired depth. 
Once there, maintain a slow retrieve to stay in that zone,

2. Sight casting to single fish: For sight casting to a single fish, your pre-
sentation is everything. A lone fish is very easily spooked. I err on using a 
lure that will deliver a light or delicate entry into the water. Unweighted 
soft plastics such as the Hogy Originals rigged on an unweighted swimbait 
hook are ideal in this situation. The deeper the water, often the bigger the 
bait. That said, if bass are sipping on krill or worms, teeny is best. When 
site casting, always use light leaders.
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3. Casting to breaking Fish: If you are casting to breaking fish, it is worth 
finding your nerve and taking the extra time to approach the school care-
fully.  Ideally, you identify the direction the school is heading and you get 
in front of it so that you can “lead” the fish. Being upwind will also help 
carry your lure from a greater distance, thereby not disturbing the fish by 
getting right on top of them. Positioning your boat upwind/uptide and to 
the side of the direction the fish are moving is best if you can manage it 
since that will allow you to drift towards the fish, but outside their visual 
reference – hopefully! If the fish pass by while you are hooked up, the best 
strategy is circle out and away from the school of fish, again taking time 
to properly position your boat. It’s tempting to lean on the throttle and fly 
after the fish, but the wake from a boat will not only spook the fish, but 
scatter the bait as well. 

4. Working Structure: When you are working structure you’ll likely want to 
cast your lures close to the actual structure. If you are in shallow water, top 
water plugs and lightly weighted soft plastics are ideal. If you have tide, 
you can let the lures drift over the structure. If in deep water water, you 
can utilize a countdown method.

Strategy: Blind Casting for Striped Bass from a Boat #151
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1. Open Water Blind Casting to Unseen, but known fish in the area:

Notes: Although I prefer to either target stripers I can see on the surface, 
mark down below or use structure as a target to focus on, I do find myself 
blind casting occasionally in big open water. 

When: This situation usually occurs just after or just before large feeds that 
have been in the area or at slack tide when the bait has scattered. Often this 
situation occurs early in the morning or on low light days.

Go To Lures: I like large swimming plugs or poppers that make a lot of noise. 
The larger the size or commotion, the wider you extend your target range. I 
also like simple, highly visible or contrasting colors like glow, orange or black. 
The lure needs to be big for 2 reasons. 1) It needs to be large enough for a 
striper to see it from as far as 40’ away and 2) It needs to be big enough for a 
large striper to justify the effort required to intercept or attack it.

Methods: For starters, I associate this style of fishing with long drifts. I study 
the wind and tide and determine the drifts I want to take. This may be in an 
area with lots of birds hovering, baitfish marks on the finder or slicks asso-
ciated with bait. I prefer to alternate from a fast retrieve with lots of com-
motion or slowly working a plug subsurface. Blind casting in open water is a 
numbers game. The more casts you make = the more commotion in your area 
= more fish in your area. One tip I like to mention here is that it’s worth firing 
off a cast with a weighted soft bait every so often. You may be calling fish in, 
but they may be keyed in on small slower moving baits.
EX: Fishing Feeding on Herring
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Strategy: Casting to Visible Striped Bass from a Boat #152
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Notes: The ultimate sign that fish are in the area eating is literally witnessing fish 
in the area eating. Aside from stating the obvious, there are a few tips worth men-
tioning to maximize your good fortune. A good rule of thumb to remember is that 
the larger the baitfish, the less fussy the stripers will be.

When: You will usually witness blitzing stripers during the peak portions of the 
tides at times when there are large amounts of baitfish concentrated in the area. 
Many anglers look forward to the fall and spring season because of the major blitzes 
that occur during these times of year, but you will find breaking fish throughout the 
season. In the heat of the summer, it is not uncommon to fish working bait on the 
surface during the hours just before and after first light, in the twilight hours, and 
on cloudy, rainy days when the water cools.

Go To Lures: Match the hatch. Striper blitzes can be on any baitfish in the area. 
Aside from having an assortment of various size, shape and colored lures, I like to 
focus on lures that cast well.
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Go To Lures (cont): One common mistake you will see among boat anglers is to 
run their boats right up on the schools; even though the fish are feeding heavily, 
they can also be quite spooky and getting too close too aggressively can put the fish 
down. Choosing a lure that casts well allows you to reach the fish without getting 
too close. Molded paddle tail baits are great in this situation as they cast well, and 
you can work them throughout the water column based on your retrieve speed: 
close to the surface when fished fast, at midwater levels at medium speeds and near 
the bottom when allowed to drop there and then fished slowly. 
Sometimes the feed might only last a few minutes, so having a number of rods set 
up with different lures is helpful as you can switch quickly from one option to an-
other to find out what they are “dialed in” on as opposed to fumbling with excite-
ment as you try to clip on another lure, or even worse, try to tie a knot if you are 
tying direct. 

Method/Approach: Be sure to “lead” the fish. You NEVER want to charge right up 
on them and always want to make the least amount of commotion possible. You 
want to get in front of the school but also give them a wide birth so they don’t sense 
your approach. Typically, your best option is to cast in front of the school or the 
edges, allowing the fish to find your lure. Sometimes “bombing” the fish right in 
the middle of the pack spooks them, and if there are birds working over the fish, it 
is possible that you will hook the feathered predators instead of the finny ones. If 
possible, approach from the windward side which will allow you the greatest dis-
tance from the school while still maintaining reachability.
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Strategy: Casting to Striped Bass on Boulders and Reefs 
#153
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Notes: Out of all the striper casting scenarios, I feel like casting over or around sub-
merged structure is the most “angling” of the techniques. It’s certainly the most 
like hunting in the sense that you need to study the tides and the winds and how 
they relate to the structure you are “working,” the same way you would in order to 
understand any other pattern in nature. Determining the best time to fish a certain 
piece of structure is critical to success since fish will only hang there during certain 
stages of the tide . It’s around structure that you will occasionally find the largest 
“cows” since they are essentially lazy and will use structure and current to bring 
dinner to them, rather than chasing it all over the ocean like rambunctious schoo-
lies do.

When: Stripers use structure as it supports a whole food chain, thus serving as a 
buffet of sorts or it provides them the opportunity to ambush unsuspecting baitfish 
as they get pushed by the current. 85% of the fish you catch in or around structure 
will be during the peak portions of the tides but the other 15% caught at slack tide 
might be your biggest! The ideal timing for slack tide structure fishing is at sunrise 
or sunset, or low light days in the spring or fall. 
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When (cont): Most spots fish best at higher stages of the tide, but not always; the 
best anglers know the most obvious times to catch fish, but they also have learned, 
through experience, that there are productive exceptions to the rules that everyone 
else follows.

Go To Lures: I tend to go bigger around structure. In calm conditions I might start 
with a top water lure such as unweighted softbait, a popper or a “walk-the-dog” 
style lure to make some commotion. On a windier day, I might start with a swim-
ming plug or a paddle tail softbait for greater visibility. In either event, I start with 
topwater and work my way down toward the bottom. Once I have worked the wa-
ter column and have determined that larger lures aren’t producing, if the area just 
seems too fishy to leave, I’ll downsize and finish the spot with small softbaits.

Method/Approach: I’m very tactical when fishing structure. I pay attention to EV-
ERYTHING. A bunch of birds sitting on rocks watching tells me that something just 
happened (which means it might happen again) or the birds think something is 
about to happen based on their past experience. 

If fishing a rocky shoreline, I prefer an ONSHORE wind as opposed to an OFFSHORE 
wind; the former will tend to drive bait towards shore rather than away. ONSHORE 
winds also tend to produce more waves, or the kind of “white water” that bass, 
especially larger ones, prefer. That said, remember that safety should be your first 
priority; take a few moments to study what is going on, and if there is any doubt 
in your mind that it looks too dicey to fish despite the possibility of encountering 
fish, even big ones, DON’T TRY IT. In rough conditions, I always make sure to have 
someone at the helm who is watching the water and looking for that one rogue 
wave, ready to get out of there at a moment’s notice.

If tide is moving over structure, the smaller fish will be up front and on top and of-
ten the larger fish will be a little deeper and farther back into the structure. 

There are two ways to fish structure. The one that most anglers seem to prefer (and 
count me among them) is to drift by or near the structure and cast lures around, by 
and over it, while some folks will anchor at the structure and cast to it.
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Method/Approach (cont): If choosing to anchor, the angler will drop the “hook” 
uptide of the structure and pay out enough line so that can fish the rocks or other 
structure effectively. This is method is great because it allows the angler to focus 
just on the fishing and not on positioning the boat to keep it out of danger. The only 
downside is that it’s a bit of a process to reposition the boat or move. In my opinion, 
kayakers would be best served by anchoring around structure. 

One piece of advice regarding courtesy on the water: if you arrive at a piece of struc-
ture or water that other anglers are fishing by drifting and then running uptide to 
reposition and make another drift, then waiting for them to go by before moving in 
and tossing out your anchor, thereby cutting them off from fishing it again, is, as 
the British say, “Bad form” and it won’t win you any friends.
 

Strategy: Casting A Rip Fishing for Stripers from a Boat 
#154
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Notes: Fishing rips is simply a variation of fishing submerged structure and also 
very similar to fly fishing for trout in a fly stream. In a rip line caused by a sand bar, 
schools of baitfish are getting swept by the tide over the sand bar or reef and made 
vulnerable by the commotion of the rip. Stripers who like to make eating as easy as 
possible, will lie right on or behind that rip line in ambush, picking off unsuspect-
ing prey.

When: You need strong tide to make a rip, so obviously the peak stages of the tide 
are best. Rips often form in shallower areas where the water warms more quickly, 
which can be a benefit in the cooler months of the spring and fall.

Go To Lures: Matching the hatch (as always) is key. In New England, hot rip fish-
ing is often associated with squid runs and nothing beats an unweighted or light-
ly weighted soft plastic in terms of imitating a squid. A softbait that can be rigged 
weedless such as a 10” Hogy Original on a swimbait hook is ideal because rips often 
get weedy from the tide pushing weeds and debris that is stirred up. 

Top color choices during the squid run are pink, amber, and white; if you are hav-
ing success with one color and then the fish seem to be thumbing their noses at it, 
don’t be stubborn. Change color or even the size of the softbait you are using.

Method/Approach: Stem the tide with your boat just in gear with enough thrust so 
as to just hold your position. Pick a good spot in the rip where a u-shaped gully with 
points on either side of it have formed; shore anglers will be familiar with this type 
of structure, which they most often call a “bowl.” Now cast uptide and somewhere 
between parallel and 30-degrees toward the rip line. Once the lure hits the water, 
your focus is to get control of the line with minimal slack between you and your 
lure. Now let current move the bait toward the stripers that are waiting in ambush. 

While the bait is drifting down tide impart action in the lure and your reeling is 
more for eliminating slack than to propel the lure forward. If you time it perfectly, 
the lure will start swinging into the rip and directly behind your boat just at or be-
hind the rip line.
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Strategy: Bays, Estuaries and Flats Fish-
ing for Stripers from a Boat #155
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Notes: First step is identifying tide direction. You want to fish on the side the tide 
is moving toward. Although this is a light tackle fishery, don’t be surprised. Big fish 
can be caught in shallower, protected water, particularly in the spring and fall. 

When: As always, moving tide is best. Spring and fall are the top times for estuaries 
and bays but in areas in northern New England, you can find fish throughout the 
season, with sunrise and sunset the best times during the heat of the summer.

Go To Lures:  My go to lures in estuaries and bays tend to be very small and light. 
If the depth is less than 10-feet, I’ll almost always default to a seven-inch Hogy 
“Original” or a six-inch “Skinny” rigged on an unweighted swimbait hook. I’ll fish 
those with an erratic motion, periodically letting the bait fall and “settle” before 
moving it again. This is a great technique for fishing worm hatches, which typically 
happen in estuaries, salt ponds, and small bays. 
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Go To Lures (cont): Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures are great for covering distance, particu-
larly in heavy winds that are common in the earliest and latest portions of the sea-
son. Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures cover a wide range of weights and I’ll carry an assort-
ment of the lightest models (3/8 and 5/8-ounce) for inside the bay and heavier ones 
(7/8 and 1.25-ounce) for the channels and along the beaches . 

The last lure worth mentioning is the smaller Hogy Pro Tail Paddle; these small 
(3.25-inch/one-ounce and 4.25-inch/ 1.25-ounce) paddle tails can be fish closed to 
the surface in a rod tip up portion and closer to the bottom with a tip down slower 
retrieve. I like at least 10’ of depth to fish with the Pro Tail Paddles.

Method/Approach: You want to be on the open water side when the tide is flush-
ing out the baitfish that were up inside during high tide, serving as a buffet for bass 
waiting in ambush. Fan casting either side of the opening will do the trick. If the 
current swings to one side over the other, you want to be on that side. Moving water 
is essential when fish an outgoing water scenario to set up the “buffet.”

When fishing the incoming tide, typically one side will fish better than the other, 
especially if there is a turn or bend in the channel. Obviously, accessing that side is 
your best option. Learning to jig or bounce a lure at or near the bottom as the tide 
rises will help increase your catch rate as the tide rises since fish will often drop 
deeper in the water column as the tide rises. 

Any tributaries feeding into the bay will fish well at the early stages of the outgo-
ing tide. Move to the larger opening once the tide drops . By the time the outgoing 
tide reaches its peak, you’ll want to slip out of the bay and into open water and cast 
across the current. The inverse is true on the incoming tide.
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Strategy: Bays, Estuaries and Flats Fishing for Stripers 
from a Boat #155
Anglers are much more tightly lipped about their shore fishing than boat fishing 
and consequently, getting good shore fishing reports is difficult. I don’t even both-
er asking around when shore fishing; rather, I just run the playbook based on the 
conditions and season.

Wind
In a perfect world, an onshore wind is best for bringing fish close to the beach or 
shore. The only problem with an onshore wind is that it impedes your ability to 
cast lighter lures. As a rule of thumb, I especially appreciate an onshore wind in the 
night or very early morning when targeting big stripers on a nocturnal prowl for 
big baits. In the spring and fall, migrating stripers are pushing/herding bait against 
shoreline structure, an offshore wind can help you with distances as the bait fish 
will do their best to avoid shallow water when getting pounded by birds and fish.

In New England, many anglers make a big deal about wind direction, following the 
old adage that “fish bite best from the west and least when wind is from the east.” I 
personally think the importance of wind direction has more to do with consistency 
and change; on other words, if the wind is out of the same direction for several days, 
a shift to another direction, no matter what is, will typically impact the fishing, ei-
ther improving it or making it worse.

In New England, the prevailing wind is from the west by southwest, so it’s natu-
ral to assume west is ideal since that is the wind direction when you will be fishing 
the most. An east or northeast wind is associated with stormy weather, which most 
people avoid when it comes to fish, but the time leading up to the wind shifting 
in those directions and even when the wind is blowing that way can produce great 
fishing.

If there are no visible signs of feeding fish, I will fish loud and noisy lures such as 
poppers, Hogy Dog Walkers and lightly weighted softbaits in light and variable con-
ditions in attempt to  “call in fish.” In heavy wind conditions, I’ll fish subsurface 
lures such as weighted softbaits, Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures and metal jigs and Hogy 
Sliders to work subsurface.
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My Rules Of Thumb for Wind:

1. Spring/Fall: Adjust lure weights to reach fish in various conditions.

2. Summer: Focus on spots with onshore breezes where possible, especially 
in conjunction with favorable tide conditions.

Tide
Tide is a big deal to all fishermen but a huge deal for shore fishermen. Categorically, 
a moving tide is best, Some spots fish better on an incoming tide, others on an out-
going tide. On a low tide, sometimes you have better access for wading out to struc-
ture that you wouldn’t have had access to at high tide. Other spots will benefit from 
a lower tide as the reduced water will filter and confine fish to more specific and 
easily targeted area such as a channel in an estuary. Spots that fish well on a higher 
tide are those where big fish will be brought to your feet and those areas with fully 
exposed large rocks at low tide and fully covered at high tide. Lastly, many anglers 
swear that slack tide results in the biggest fish. I find this to be true at slack high 
tide at spots that tend to fish well at high tide.

My Rules Of Thumb for Tide:

1. Moving Water: Ideal for casting at the majority of spots

2. High/Low: Identify which tides fish better at each spot and factor that into 
your planning.

3. Slack Tide: Determine what spots that produce big fish at high slack tide

Time of Day
Generally speaking, shoreline stripers are nocturnal feeders, particularly in sum-
mer months. If I’m targeting big stripers, prime time for me is between sunset and 
sunrise. There are a number of exceptions to the rule about night fishing. Overcast, 
foggy and rainy days will extend your fishing times, sometimes all day. During the 
spring and fall, it is possible to find great action even if the sun is high in the sky 
since at these times of the season the fish will be migrating and looking to feed 
heavily.

Season: Seasonality is another huge factor. Here on Cape Cod, many spots that fish 
well in the spring are slow in the summer and vice versa. Know how fish migrate in 
your area and what baitfish will be migrating through and adjust accordingly.
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Strategy: Rip Fishing for Striped Bass from Shore #157
Shoreline Rip
Shoreline rips that occur around structure such as points are often great spots to 
find big fish on light tackle close to the beach. The best shoreline rips have some 
sort of mix or combination of deep areas, including holes; drop offs, rocks, boulders 
and deep basins.  Moving water means confused bait so blind casting in an orga-
nized manner is the ticket.
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Approach: Fan cast and fish the swing through a 45-degree strike zone

Tide: Peak 45 min of movement best. Often one tide lays up better than the other. 

Go To Hogy: 
• Bottom: Pro Tail Paddle or Eel, 1 or 2oz, Fish with a steady retrieve
• Top: Lightly weighted or unweighted 7” or 10” Hogy Original, fish the 

swing, dead drift

Playbook:
1. Begin your first series of casts well above the rip and close. 
2. As you drop, extend your casts further away from the boat.                                                          
3. As you extend your casts, let your bait sink deeper.
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Strategy: Shore Fishing for Stripers on Open Beach #158
Open Beach: There is often more than meets the eye at an open beach. Struc-
ture-wise, you have gradual dropoffs, fast dropoffs, sand bars, deep troughs, and 
rocks and boulders.
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Approach: Work the system at hand. Bounce along the bottom, fish along the top.

Tide: Varies by structure

Go To Hogy: 

• Bottom: Pro Tail Paddle or Eel, 1 or 2oz, length for conditions.

• Top: Lightly or unweighted Soft Bait, 10”, Fished fast like a rigged eel.

• Long Range: Hogy Sand Eel Jig, 2oz Epoxy Jig® Lure., 1.25oz Heavy Minnow.

Playbook:
1. Fish a gradual rise at low tide, incoming. You can wade out to get in deeper 

water where fish will be running along the edge. All water level columns. 
Fast and slow.

2. The other side of the surf rolling on a sand bar fishes best on a dropping 
tide. A weighted soft bait or bucktail bouncing on the bottom is ideal here.



Playbook (cont): 

3. Deep-water troughs between the beach and sand bars have probably pro-
duced the most 50lb bass for shore anglers throughout the northeast. A 
dropping tide is ideal. This is the perfect place to fish lightly weighted or 
unweighted soft baits. A light entry to the water is good. Also, since many 
of these bars and troughs are close to sure, lighter tackle is suitable. 

4. If you’re lucky enough to find a beach with a good feedline, you can fish 
any style here. I generally like to fish the 180 degree span between the to 
structure points. A paddle tail makes a good search bait.   

5. Boulders are simple and easy to fish and are great places for eel shaped 
soft baits such as the Hogy Original 10 and 14-inch. Fish them fast, like 
you would a rigged eel. Boulders can be super effective at slack high tide.

6. Often fish will be breaking outside of reach from a second set of bars. A 
long range metal like the Hogy Sand Eel Jig will help you reach those fish.

Strategy: Jetty Casting for Stripers #159
Jetties are serious producers. Although the can be fished around the clock, the often 
produce best at night. The best jetties offer some sort of rip line and give you access 
to get behind some sand bars.
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Approach: Fish Swing, Fan Cast, Target sand bars that kick up surf.  Sometimes, 
jetties will help when casting heavy lures to reach fish “way out there,” but never 
forget to fish the water close to and on both sides of a jetty. Fish often hang closer 
to structure such as jetties than people realize.

Go To Hogy: 

• Bottom: Pro Tail Paddle or Eel, 1 or 2oz, length for conditions.

• Top: Lightly or unweighted Hogy  10-inch Original Fished fast like a rigged 
eel.

• Long Range: Hogy Sand Eel Jig, 2oz Epoxy Jig® Lure., 1.25oz Heavy Min-
now.

Playbook:
1. Fish the swing in the rip. Often the rip on a jetty will be light. A Hogy Pro 

Tail Paddle can be effective as it creates fish attracting vibrations.

2. Work the surf created by sand bars. Fan cast around them.

3. If there are multiple bars, inside the jetty, a slowly retrieved paddle tail can 
help find scattered fish.

4. Fan cast the open water, distance is often needed, but don’t forget fish can 
be at your feet, especially at high tide, 
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Strategy: Fishing Estuaries for Striped Bass from Shore 
#160
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Approach:  First step is identifying tide direction. You want to fish on the side the 
tide is moving toward. Although this is a light tackle fishery, big fish do move up 
into protected water, particularly in the spring and fall. 

Go To Hogy: 

• Bottom: 4.25-inch/1.25-ounce Hogy Pro Tail Paddle or 4.75-inch/1-ounce 
Pro Tail Eel

• Top: Lightly weighted or unweighted seven-inch Hogy Original fished all 
speeds., Small Epoxy Jig® Lure, Hogy Poppers and Dog Walkers.

Playbook:

1. Just as the fish will be moving from the entrance to the estuary, salt pond, 
or bay to places well up inside based on the stage of the tide, you want to 
follow the same pattern. At the beginning of the incoming current or rising 
tide, concentrate on the areas closed to the channel that feeds the protect-
ed water; later in the tide, you can work up inside.
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Playbook: 

1. (cont) On incoming water, bait is typically swept in through the entrance 
channel, with fish taking up ambush locations. As the tide drops, the op-
posite will take place, as the fish follow the tide and current towards the 
entrance to the estuary, often moving into and even through the entrance.

2. Since estuaries typically feature plenty of structure and changes in water 
depth, it is not unusual for one side or the other to fish better. With expe-
rience, you will be able to determine which side that is. 

3. Even if a side or section of an estuary isn’t accessible by foot, you can use 
commotion producing plugs such as Hogy Poppers and Dog Walkers to 
reach these areas and draw the fish out from the marshy cutbanks and 
creek entrances where they often hold. Don’t forget to leave a floating plug 
motionless after it hits the water; let the rattles make some noise and the 
rings spread out, drawing attention to the plug  before moving it slowing 

away from the target area.

Strategy: Striped Bass Fishing in Canals and Channels 
from Shore #161
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Approach:  Canals are great when you know fish are likely to be in the area. With 
such high volumes of water running by your feet each minute, there is endless po-
tential for bait and fish to blow by. The challenge here is how to deal with such fast 
moving water. If fish are holding deep, which they are in canals  85% of the time,  
you’ll be require to fish the swing.

Go To Hogy: 

• Bottom: Large Hogy Pro Tail Paddles and Eels. Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures, 
Herring Jigs, Heavy Metal Jigs (size and weight determined by water depth 
and current speed)

• Top: Lightly weighted or unweighted Hogy Original seven-inch fished at 
all speeds. Hogy Popper, Dog Walkers Slider, and other swimming plugs.

Playbook:

1. Deep - Cast uptide and let your bait sink to the bottom. How far you cast 
uptide will be dictated by the current conditions and the amount of weight 
you are throwing.. The goal is to situate you cast so that the lure is touch-
ing bottom when it’s perpendicular to you. The fishing really starts when 
the lure begins to “swing.” If you are having trouble getting down with a 
paddle, switch to a Hogy Pro Tail Eel or a metal jig such as the Herring Jig,

2. Surface – Topwater offerings are generally best used at the beginning of 
the current flow and towards the end when it is slowing. Targeting the 
change is definitely a very important strategy; for example, in the Cape 
Cod Canal, a situation known as “breaking tides” occurs when there is a 
change from the dying west current to the beginning of the east flow to-
wards Cape Cod Bay coinciding with sunrise. These tides are some of the 
most popular for anglers who toss topwater plugs and there are numerous 
channels and canals where topwater lures are very effective.
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How To:  Striper Jigging Techniques #144
Jigging is both more work and less work than casting. It’s less work in the sense 
that you tend to run and gun less and jigging can be less tiring than blind casting 
heavy plugs all day. THAT SAID, you often hook tuna in very deep water, making for 
a very arduous fight, especially on spinning gear. 

Fast Jigging
Fast jigging is associated mostly with metals but is suitable for weighted soft plas-
tics and Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures, too. The bites tend to be more violent but you need 
to also pay careful attention to bites on the drop.  Fast jigging is the best way to cov-
er all levels of the water column and can often draw reaction strikes. It’s very hands 
on and interactive.
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Steps
1. Drop to the bottom

2. Engage and reel quickly while 
jerking the rod while cranking.

3. Stop at the maximum depth 
where you expect to leave the fish 
one.

4. Drop back to bottom and repeat 

5. Once you have too much line out 
due to boat drift, resulting in too 
severe an angle between you and 
the jig, reel all the way up and 
start over.
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Benefits
1. Easily cover all levels of the water 

column. The speed is good in that 
you can cover all the levels fre-
quently. 

2. The speed is also good for drawing a 
reaction strike. 

3. Speed jigging is a good way to cut 
down on dogfish bites.

4. Heavy Jigs and frequent reposition-
ing ideal for heavy currents 

Fish Jigging Imitates: Mackerel, Herring

Top Hogy Imitation For this Method: Harness Pro Tail, 9oz, in Bone, Green, Silver; 
Hogy Pro Tail Eels, Hogy SE Barbarian Jigs; Hogy Epoxy Jig® Lures.

Slow Jigging
This is my favorite jigging technique for fishing with soft baits and I think the most 
under utilized. It’s a great technique for fish you see on the fish finder that “won’t 
bite anything”. As compared to speed jigging, a slow-jigged lure is an easy target 
for lazy tuna. Slow jigging works well both eel and paddle tail plastics such as the 
Hogy Harness Jig and Hogy Pro Tail Eels. You are relying mostly on boat drift and 
slow rod tip motions to work the bait. The natural softness of the plastic does the 
rest. It’s really a slow method. I jokingly teach people my method by instructing to 
fish like “you really don’t care about fishing.”
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Steps
1. Drop to a specific depth that you are 

targeting

2. Slowly raise your rod tip and let it fall 
slowly.

3. Every few moments, change the 
depth by 10’ slow cranks, then repeat 
slow jig

4. Drop back to bottom and repeat 

5. Once you have too much line out, 
creating too great an angle between 
you and the lure, which is caused by 
the boat drifting, reel in and repeat

Benefits
1. Stay in a key strike zone for a very long 

time

2. Natural subtle movements to present 
a slow easy bait for a lazy tuna to eat. 
The subtle movements of a softbait tail 
are deadly.

3. Easy technique for inexperienced guest 

on your boat. 

Imitates: Sand Eels, Wounded herring

Top Hogy Imitation For this Method: Hogy Harness Jig: Olive, Bone, Silver, Hogy 
6.5” Paddle: Olive, Bone, Silver. 



Twitch Jigging
Twitch jigging is a variation of the Slow Jig with the only difference being a series of 
sharp fast twitches in the rod. It’s almost like you are vibrating the lure with rapid 
rod tip twitches. This technique works particularly well with the Hogy Sand Eel Jig. 
Its long, slender profile responds with a lot jerking rod tip motions. The huge ben-
efit to this technique is that you can really dial in a certain depth. This is a useful 
method when “sniping” fish you have identified on the fish finder.
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Steps
1. Drop to a specific depth that you are 

targeting

2. Twitch your rod with fast short 
movements

3. Every few moments, change the 
depth by 10’, repeat

4. Once you have too much line out 
from boat drift, reel in and repeat

Benefits
1. Stay in a key strike zone for a very long 

time

2. Faster motions might trigger reaction 
strike

3. Allows metal lure depth, soft bait ac-

tion.

Imitates: Sand Eels, Wounded herring, Wounded Mackerel

Top Hogy Imitation For this Method: Hogy Dancing Diamond Sand Eel Jig – six and 
eight-ounce

Dead Sticking - Jigging
If you are drifting for and extended period while blind casting, it’s often a good idea 
to drop a softbait down deep and park the rod in the holder. It’s truly embarrass-
ing to think about how effective this technique is as compared to all the energy and 
efforts anglers put into fooling tuna. While dead sticking you are literally just put-
ting the rod in the holder and letting the boat do EVERYTHING. It’s basically anoth-
er variation of the slow jig. This is 100% a soft bait method as the plastic is moving 
with each rock of the boat.

Steps: 
1. Select heavy softbait that will stay with the boat, typically at least 

five-ounces.
2. Drop to a specific depth that you are targeting
3. Set drag and enjoy your sandwich 

Benefits:
1. Stays in a key strike zone for a very long time
2. Slow, juicy or seductive lure dance
3. You can eat lunch while fishing 



Strategy: Jigging Structure for Striped Bass #162
You could argue that stripers and trout are similar in how they stage on structure 
in heavy current. While in bigger, deeper waters, a striper might behave like a trout 
waiting for a fly when it stages behind drop offs, boulders, wrecks or whatever large 
structure might be present, eagerly waiting for a bait fish to be swept down by the 
tide. You have three potential options here.

1. Anchor in front of the structure and drift backwards.
2. Keep the boat in gear to hold the position and drift the bait.
3. Make repeated drifts over the structure

In any of the three cases, the key point here is that you are attempting to imitate 
a bait fish being swept down with the tide, over the available structure -- all with 
your rod and lure.

When Fishing a Steady Position: Positioning yourself in front of the structure is a 
great method to focus on just one point of the structure you are targeting. Be sure 
to have a plan for hooking up with a large fish that requires you to drift off anchor 
quickly.

1. Anchor or maintain enough forward gear to hold the boat in position about 
50 feet in front of the structure.

2. Drop your lure to the bottom and jig it upwards four or five times.
3. Once you feel the lure rising off the bottom, drop it back down.
4. Repeat

When Drifting: I tend to favor drifting, personally, over anchored structure jigging, 
as you can fish all areas around a piece of structure. In many cases, stripers will po-
sition themselves in a number of different places around the structure. Drifting is 
also ideal when vertically jigging rips caused by a shoal. By not being tethered to the 
bottom, you are able to move around more easily and try different spots.

1. Run up tide about 200 feet in front of the structure you would like to fish.
2. Drop your lure to the bottom and jig it upwards four or five times.
3. Once you feel the lure rising off the bottom, drop it back down.
4. Repeat.
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Go-To Hogy Imitators: This is a hard selection here as the go-to lure often depends 
on the hatch. In a situation where stripers are staging, chances are they are expect-
ing a very specific bait to blow by in the current.
 
A few scenarios might include:

1. Squid: A 7” or 9” Hogy Pro Tail Eel in pink would work best for this situa-
tion. The weight will depend on the current speed but I would do as low as 
1.5oz in 20 feet of water and as heavy as 5oz in 60+ feet of water.

2. Herring: It’s hard to beat the 6.5” Hogy Pro Tail Paddle, as far as a herring 
imitation goes. White, blue and silver are the most popular colors for her-
ring imitations.

3. Sand Eels: A 7” or 9” Hogy Pro Tail Eel in olive would work best for this 

situation. The weight will depend on the current speed but I would do as 
low as 1.5oz in 20 feet of water and as heavy as 5oz in 60+ feet of water.

Strategy: Search and Drop for Striped Bass #163
With the recent developments of fish finding technology, this technique is be-
coming more and more popular. In this technique, you are literally cruising around 
looking for targets to drop on. Search and Drop is the most tactical variations of 
jigging in that the captain and crew work hand in hand ready to coordinate the drop. 
Each angler is poised, and ready for the drop at a moment’s notice. 

Steps:
1. Identify an active area
2. Find happy cruising speed, maybe 8kts for searching
3. Have anglers holding their rods at all times, ready to free spool their lure 

at a moment’s notice
4. Along with watching the electronics, constantly look for changes in the 

water and be ready to cast at any water that looks “pushed’ or otherwise 
altered.

Benefits:
1. Pinpoints finicky fish
2. The steady RPM’s of the boat will not spook fish
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Go-To Hogy Imitations: If you are dropping on fish that you are marking on the 
fish finder, you’ll want to get the lure down as quickly as you can to catch the fish 
while it is still close to being under the boat. That said, you’ll want to start with a 
very slow presentation and, chances are, fish that need this much focus are hesitant 
to eat. You’ll want your bait of choice to offensively hit their nose.

• Hogy Pro Tail Eel: Weight will obviously vary depending on the situation 
but I like eel tail softbaits for tactical drops, as you don’t want the “para-
chute” effect of a paddle to slow you down. I will fish a dropped eel softbait 
very slowly.

• Jig Head on a Slappy Eel: This rig is quite popular for anglers looking to 
substitute for a live eel. The bait is so long and slender, it has incredible 
action with hardly any rod movement. A simple rise and fall of the rod tip 
is deadly.

• Hogy Dancing Diamond Jig: The eel tail teaser is doing all of the work with 
this combination. It is so life, be sure to fish it very slowly.

• Hogy Sand Eel Jig: I like metal when the fish are extra deep or if you are 
drifting too fast due to the wind and/or tidal current. To fish a metal Hogy 
Sand Eel Jig slowly, the go-to method is the “twitchy retrieve,” in which 
you are snapping in very short, sharp rod twitches to make the jig vibrate 
in front of the striper.
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Strategy: Troll Scan for Striped Bass #164
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Troll scanning allows you to cover more ground while fishing for striped bass. You 
have the added benefit of also hitting all levels of the water column, as you will con-
stantly be in and out of gear, letting the bait rise and fall through the different lev-
els. At idling speed, I will normally send two lures way back on the jigging or casting 
rods -- preferably two of the same type of lure to avoid tangles with turns, as both 
lures will react the same way to turning, currents and wind patterns. I will stop for 
60 seconds or so if I see targets on the fish finder, but I might also stop for other 
signs such as surface milling bait, bird life or nervous water.

Sometimes, I’ll stop for extra time on good targets. In which case, I might fire two 
jigs over the side towards said targets.

Steps:
1. Troll two lures way back on casting or jigging outfits.
2. Keep an eye on the fish finder.
3. If you identify a target, take the boat out of gear to let the baits sink.
4. Once you feel your lures have sunk to the desired depth, put your boat back 

in gear.
5. Sometimes surging the boat will help draw a strike.

Benefits:
1. You can cover a wide area of the fishing grounds.
2. You’re able to fish multiple levels of the water column.
3. You can eat lunch while fishing :)



How To: Striper Trolling Tips for Open Water and Structure #145
I will say that trolling gets a bad rap by many as it’s often associated with heavy 
gear and sometimes considered a “low skill” technique. I disagree on both counts. 
The main reason why striper gear is so heavy is the need to get down deep in depths 
over 20’. If you are a set it and forget it type you may need the heavier gear, BUT if 
you’re willing to put a little extra effort in with these tips you can fish any level in 
the water column, and often far more effectively than with the old school methods.

The first step in developing your strategy is to fully understand the structure (or 
lack thereof) that you’re trolling on.

• Open Water: “Open Water” is a pretty generic term and represents AT LEAST 
80% of trolling for stripers and to me, trolling in open water means any situa-
tion where you are targeting/searching for actual fish as opposed to working a 
specific structure in hopes of find a fish that is drawn to it.  

Although they don’t qualify as “structure” in the classic sense of hard struc-
ture such as rocks, reefs, and the like, you should always be aware of any 
subtle structures in the general area that could hold stripers. The embedded 
Navionics data on your unit is a huge wingman here. Take a look and see if you 
find any goodies and make a mental note where they are. Often times you can 
find a previously unnoticed drop off or other bottom contour. Maybe these 
aren’t huge, life altering discoveries, but every so often they are big time di-
amonds in the rough. If all else is the same, add those “spots” to your recon-
naissance.

• Structure: Striped Bass are creatures of opportunity. Stripers, particularly big 
ones, will tend to hang out in areas that will hold a food chain or create some 
sort of disturbance where bait is easily ambushed. This means rips, rocks, 
boulders, mussel beds, shorelines and drop offs; these are all great places to 
target. The best part of fishing structure is that you need fewer signs to vali-
date your choice to fish there. There is almost always a chance to find a strip-
er in any of these habitats. The other thing I like about trolling in or around 
structure is that structure produces all season long; once you have discovered 
a piece of structure that “always” produces for you, you have a spot that you 
can head for without any reports that talk about a hot bite.
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• Trolling Tactics

1. Troll with the current (down current): This is the easiest way and will 
keep your lures at the desired depth. On the other hand, trolling uptide 
will create a water ski effect and raise your lures.

2. Lots Of Turns: If you incorporate a series of turns into your trolling 
pattern, you can fish a pretty wide spectrum of the water column. The 
inside line on the turn will drop; the outside line on the turn will rise.

3. Thin Braid, Faster Drop: The thick diameter and heavy weight of lead 
core result in a slow moving spool on the drop. This will greatly dimin-
ish the depth you’ll get to if you put the reel in free spool. I find that the 
40lb braid comes off the spool 10x faster, allowing for a faster drop than 
the heavier yet slower moving lead-core off the reel.

4. Short Rods: The shorter the rod, the lower the angle of line is to the 
water. The lower the angle, the less line you have exposed to wind drag 
and the less time it will take the lure to drop when taking the boat out 
of gear.

5. Slow Trolling Speed: The slower you go, the deep your lures will drop. 
Ideal striper trolling speed is as slow as you can go, preferably under 
3.5-knots through the water. Don’t worry about speed over ground 
while trolling with the tide.
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6. Drop in and Out of Gear: As you see from my outfit above, I have ac-
commodated for this technique, which I tend to utilize almost 100% of 
the time I troll for stripers. This technique puts together all the tactical 
tips 1 -6. When you put them all together, you can hit targets in up to 
60’ with the light outfits I am recommending. Not only can you reach 
the fish, you have a lot more control and sensitivity. Also, as impor-
tantly, you have the enjoyment of a skilled technique with fun easy to 
use outfits. Here how the method works.

• Identify Target: If I see a juicy fish target or a piece of structure that 
I like on the fish finder, I will count to 5, then take the boat out of 
gear

• Wait: I will then count 10 seconds of drop time for every 10 feet of 
depth, more if I am trolling against the tide. The goal here, regard-
less of the amount of time (other factors include lure weight and 
wind check) is to get the lures to the depth of the target.

• Engage: Once you feel confident that you are in the zone, put the 
boat back in gear. This is often when you hook up,

• Tease: If the above method doesn’t work within 15 seconds, I repeat 
on a shorter count. This time I will put the reel in free spool simulta-
neously. Once the reel is engaged, I will crank  in 30’ of line to simu-
late a spooked fish.
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Strategy: Trolling for Striped Bass in Open Water When 
There’s a Lot of Signs (Boat) #165
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Open Water Example 1 - Lots Of Signs: It’s an early summer situation on Cape Cod, 
with warmer water but still some activity. The striper fishing was hot and heavy here yes-
terday morning at 6:30 AM. I arrived at the same time. The wind direction is the same, but 
the wind is stronger and we have gone from a sunny day to an overcast one and it looks like 
it’s about to rain. I am marking bait on my fish finder at all depths, I also see slicks and very 
stubborn large gulls. There are a few targets that appear to be big stripers, but we have had 
no hook ups yet. The stripers were allegedly keyed in on mackerel yesterday and there are 
some sand eels in the area.

Order of Operations

1. Lure Selection: At this point I know this much: 1) There’s big bait in the 
form of mackerel 2) The fish are scattered. 3) The fish are at all levels of 
water column. 4) It’s overcast. // I have selected two Hogy Bait Ball um-
brella rigs. I want big targets as the fish are scattered, hence the big bulb 
teasers. I am using light tackle so the low drag 8” frame is not s problem 
on my lighter gear. For colors, I will start with one green and one translu-
cent amber, choosing colors that stand out on an overcast day.



2. Work The Signs: I am going to pound the signs, eyes glued to the fish 
finder. I am going to work a big loop around the birds and slick, looking for 
clouds of bait on the finder. If I mark fish on the finder, I will take the boat 
out of gear to let the umbrella rigs drop. I will count to 20 seconds per 20’ 
with 150’ of lead core. I will surge the boat periodically after passing the 
fish to possibly trigger a strike response.

3. Wind: It’s windier today. I will let out another 50’ of line to accommodate 
for wind pull. Though uncommon inshore, flat line clips will eliminate the 
need for extra line.

4. Tide/Current: I am at the same tide as the hot bite yesterday. So I will 
assume I’m at the right tide and stage. I have found what direction you 
are trolling relative to the current is important. Sometimes stripers want 
it with the tide, others against it. I have best luck with the tide but many 
would swear on the opposite. Find what works for you.

5. Light: We established today is darker than yesterday. I accommodated with 
the darker rig.

6. Approach: We do not have accurate knowledge regarding the ideal depth, 
so to accommodate for this, we will make a series of turns. By making 
these turns, my inside rod will drop and the outside line will rise. After 
testing various trolling directions relative to the tide, making turns to raise 
and lower my lures; I’ll play around with boat speed. I will randomly take 
the boat out of gear and accelerate after putting the boat back in gear. Also, 
faster speeds let you cover more area. 
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Strategy: Open Water Trolling for Stripers Breaking the 
Surface #166
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Open Water Example 2 - Breaking Fish: It’s an early summer situation on Cape Cod. 
Same general situation as example 1, but the action has heated up, and there are breaking 
fish. There are a lot of boats in the area and there is a lot of competition to get to the fish.

Order of operations

1. Lure Selection:  I am going to switch out of the umbrella rigs and swap out 
to (1) olive 4oz Hogy Pro Tail Paddle and (1) green 6oz Hogy Pro Tail Pad-
dle for extra maneuverability. This way I have hedged my bets that I am 
matching the hatch since there is a strong possibility that there are mack-
erel and sand eels in the area. Plan B consists of highly visible (1) Pink and 
(1) Orange Hogy Perfect Squids trolled at higher speeds to draw an impulse 
strike.

2. Work The Signs: I am obviously going to key in on the breaking fish but 
I am also going to watch the fish finder for targets in the process. Some-
times the deeper, solitary fish separated from the school are more aggres-
sive. With either the Hogy Pro-Tails or the Perfect Squids, I can drop to the 
bottom quickly.



1. Wind: Even though it’s still windy, I brought my lines in for sake of ma-
neuverability. 

2. Tide/Current: I’m chasing schools and more focused approaching the 
school properly than the relative current direction but I will be sure to 
make note of boat/tide direction with every hook up.

3. Light: A non-issue now with breaking fish. I m now focused on imitator 
and attractor colors.

4. Depth: We are targeting topwater fish, but we are poised to drop on a fish 
if we see it on the fish finder. In doing so, we’ll take the boat out of gear 
and put the reel into free spool for a moment if over 40’ deep.

5. Approach: If I am approaching breaking fish, I will pick up the boat speed 
to as much as five or six=knots to cover some ground and back off once 
near the school. I’ll give the school a wide berth and try to approach from 
upwind and have my lures pass in front of the fish, NEVER across the 
school or from behind. This will spook them. It’s important to note here 
that stripers won’t mind aggressive approaches the first couple of times 
but they will become increasingly boat shy as the morning wears on. If all 
boats exercise the same consideration, the action will be hotter for much 
longer and everybody catches more fish.
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Strategy: Trolling for Stripers Along Shoreline (Boat) #167
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Example - Structure: Trolling Along a Shoreline: Today I am fishing in the heat of the 
summer. The topwater action I encountered earlier has subsided as the bulk of the schools of 
bass have migrated and the remaining fish in the area are “resident” fish. I also know, that 
unlike migrating fish, resident fish will scatter, often searching for local forage in or around 
structure. I also know that in the peak warm water months that stripers move into deep-
er water by day and will come close in at night. (Note: this example applies all season long 
once the water temp reaches 65 degrees.)

Order of Operations
1. Lure Selection:  Two lures immediately come to my mind in this situation. 

For starters, this is a classic tube and worm situation. I like trolling tubes 
for two reasons. First, they are quite large, often up to 24”, so that means 
you’ll be offering a very visible target that is easily seen from a great dis-
tance, thereby effectively fishing “more” water. Since they are so big, the 
“return on energy” is there for a striper to move some distance to grab 
that size meal. I like the larger, Hogy 24” Perfect Tube for this reason. Sec-
ondly, a tube imitates a giant sea worm. Sea worms can be found in pretty 
much every type of terrain where a striper may travel so it will never look 
out of place. It’s also a BIG FAT JUICY SEA WORM, and I am 1000% confi-
dent stripers have the hardest time refusing a sea worms out of any bait. 



1. Lure Selection (cont): The second lure I like in this situation is a large 
swimming plug, such as the seven-inch Hogy Slider. Depending on the 
color, it could either look like a pogy, mackerel, herring or scup. 

What I like in particular about the Hogy Slider for this application is they 
are weighted to sink horizontally, which will allow you to take the boat 
out of gear and the lure will present properly to the fish on the drop. Since 
there is no bill or lip on the lure, it will stay in the zone the longest when 
the boat goes back into gear or when fished on wire or lead core.

2. Work The Signs: You are looking for fish that are foraging deep in the wa-
ter column and around submerged structure; therefore, you will most like 
see few if any signs that there are fish in the area. Do not be discouraged 
by this. I rely on the fact that based on the season, I am fishing an area 
that has produced for me at this time of year using the methods and lures I 
have chosen. In this situation, my eyes are glued to the fish finder looking 
for stripers. They will typically appear within 10- feet of the bottom.

3. Wind:  An onshore wind is the best. It will push both the bait and the bass 
toward the shore and consequently they will be concentrated in a more 
confined area than they would be if they were in open water. Offshore 
winds are fine, but make a mental note that they will likely be in a lit-
tle deeper water, as forage will tend to be pushed out. Picture where bait 
would end up. That’s where the stripers will be. 

4. Tide/Current: The peak two hours of moving tide are hands down the best 
time to troll the shoreline. If trolling a tube I find I do better trolling with 
the tide. I think a tube is imitating a large sea worm, which would be swept 
along or swimming with the tide in that scenario. In contrast, If trolling 
plugs, I find I do slightly better fishing against the tide.

6. Light: Although sunrise and sunset hours are ideal, you can count on 
catching fish all day trolling the the shoreline. The less light there is, the 
closer to shore you want to be. The brighter the light, the deeper you want 
to be.

7. Depth: Your focus is on bottom dwelling fish. Have gear for the depths 
you’ll be fishing, say 10’ to 50’.
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7. Approach: There are 3 facets to shoreline trolling: 

• Depth: The first step is finding the depth the stripers are hanging in. 
Stripers in this terrain almost always find a depth they want to reside 
in for the day. I personally think this has to do with the baitfish prefer-
ences in low light, but during the day they tend to move to deeper water 
due to their sensitivity toward light. So if low light, start shallow and 
work deep. If bright conditions, start deep and work shallow. When in 
“search mode” troll in a long S-pattern across a contour line; this will 
allow you to work multiple depths on a run. 

• Water Column: By making a series of turns and S-patterns, you will 
also be able to fish multiple levels of the water column with ease. When 
you turn, the lure on the inside will drop, and the lure on the outside 
will rise in the water column. Speeding the boat up will also raise your 
lures. Of course you can let more line out and take more in too, but us-
ing boat speed is the most practical and allows for faster adjustments as 
opposed to letting out or reeling in line.

• Structure: You are on the lookout for reefs, boulders, mussel beds, and 
other hard structure, as well as changes in the bottom contour, such as 
drop-offs, holes, and edges. Your Navionics chart and fish finders will 
help there. If any of these hard structures or bottom/depth variations 
are near your trolling pattern, be sure to alter your course so that your 
lures pass close to them. Also study the shoreline. Any topographical 
features on land such as boulder fields or points will often extend un-
der water and you can maneuver your boat so that your offerings swing 
close to these areas. Spend a little extra time on spillways (mouths to 
creeks, estuaries, and channels) if outgoing tide. (see additional dia-
grams below)

• Trolling Technique: We are targeting bottom dwelling fish, so you’ll 
want to be close to bottom with wire line, lead core or weighted lures.  
I hands down prefer using lead core for this technique with the use of 
lighter lures. I feel the lighter lures are ideal as they swim the most nat-
urally at slow speeds, and you’ll need to be going really slow. 
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• Trolling Technique (cont): I love trolling the shoreline because it is so 
highly interactive which isn’t what most people think of when trolling. 
You need to be alert for marks and quick to adapt with the throttles. 

• As slow as you can go. Trolling with the tide will get your lures 
deeper 

• Once I mark a big striper on the finder, take the boat out of gear 
to put my tube or plug on or near the bottom. 

• Once I feel I’m on or near the bottom, I put the boat in gear. If 
you can picture the lures, they will have a slow gradual sink (as 
the boat is out of gear) then the lures will emerge off the bottom 
(back in gear) in a very natural presentation, essentially that of 
bait fish spooked by a big striper and moving out of the trouble 
zone. This is almost always when the strikes occur. 

• If no love, try surging the boat to simulate fleeing bait. This will 
often trigger a strike from a lazy fish.
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Strategy: Trolling for Stripers Along Shoreline (Boat) #167
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Strategy: Trolling Boulders and Reefs for Striped Bass 
(Boats) #168
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Example: Structure:  Reef, Boulder Fields: There are a few things to look at here. 
For starters, is it deep enough to troll over? If yes, make sure you are fishing with 
light enough lures or short enough lines where you will avoid snagging the bottom. 

1. Lure Selection:  If there is a lot to snag in the area, I will always use lures that are 
relatively slow sinking and prefer those with the fewest treble hooks as possible. 

• Tube and worm: Ideal as it is so resistant to snags

• Swimbait Rigged Softbait: A good choice if you are fishing a reef which 
has a surface contour that changes depth frequently, especially if it does so 
drastically, i.e., from 20 to 10 feet below the surface.  Unweighted softbaits 
on leadcore are the most underutilized lure for trolling for stripers. There 
are so many color choices available, too. My favorites around reefs and 
rocks are amber and pink, with the Hogy Original 10-inch rigged on a 10/0 
unweighted swim bait hook the first option I reach for.

• Large Slider: A large slider on lead core looks so much like a pogy, herring 
or scup that has lost its way.



2. Work The Signs: Like trolling the shoreline beach, there are often very few 
above water signs on a reef. Follow the same textbook play, with you eyes glued 
to the finder.

3. Wind: Definitely fish on all sides of the structure, but I find the downwind side 
to be most productive if current is not a huge factor

4. Tide/Current: If it’s a shallow water reef, dead high tide is a surprisingly good 
time to troll there. You’ll catch fewer fish, but have the opportunity for a big 
fish. That said, this area is hottest during peak tides.

5. Light: Sunrise and sunset hours are ideal hours to fish shallow water reefs, but 
you are in play all day in depths over 25’ or if you are fishing lowlight, stormy 
conditions.

6. Depth: Your focus is on bottom dwelling fish, so have gear for the depths you’ll 
be fishing, say 10’ to 50’.

7. Approach:

• Reef: If current is a factor, then troll on the uptide side of the structure 
and let your lures sweep over the structure as you pass it. It it’s a very long 
area, you can implement an s-pattern to weave your lures in front, over 
and downtide of the reef. If no love, try all the possible angles.

• Mussel Beds: Hit the bed from all angles. 

• Deeper Water Drop Off With No Visible Ripline: Troll an S-Pattern along 
a drop off. Periodically take your boat out of gear to allow your lure to drop 
and then scoot forward when you engage the throttle.

• Grassy Beds: Often stripers will cruise over the tops of grassy beds, but 
this type of structure is very easy to snag. For that reason, I like to troll 
along the edges.
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Strategy: Trolling Channels for Striped Bass from a Boat 
#169
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Example: Structure: Channels: Channels are tricky spots to troll. Not only do you 
often have super strong currents to deal with but you have boat traffic to contend 
to. Even though you are fishing, the boats traveling through the channel have total 
right of way. The burden is on you to move out of the way, even if you are hooked up 
to a very large fish.  There are a lot of moving parts at hand when fishing a channel, 
so it’s necessary to have one person whose sole job is running the boat and watch-
ing for traffic and at least one other to work the rods.  

1. Lure Selection: Due to the complexity of fishing in high traffic areas, I tend to 
select easy to fish lures that are snag and weed resistant. 

• Tube and worm: Ideal as it is so resistant to snags and catches huge strip-
ers in every body of water

• Weighted Swimbait Hook Rigged Softbait: A good choice if the channel is 
less than 20’’.
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1. Lure Selection (cont): 

• 2 and 3oz Hogy Pro Tail Paddles: Paddle tail baits will swim on their own. 
They’ll drop quickly if you take the boat out of gear, and with a jig’s hook 
up position, they are very snag resistant. These lures also come in a wide 
range of colors to match the hatch.

2. Work The Signs: Often you’ll see gulls and cormorants drifting with the tide if 
there is some activity. Terns will circle above if the bait is small.

3. Wind: Just make sure it’s not too rough to manage the channel.

4. Tide/Current: If there are extreme tides in the channel you are fishing, the ideal 
time is 45 minutes on either side of slack tide. The water will be slow enough to 
fish it!

5. Light: Sunrise and sunset hours are ideal for stripers. Just as importantly, boat 
traffic is at a minimum during these times.

6. Depth: Your focus is on bottom dwelling fish. Have gear for the depths you’ll be 
fishing, say 10’ to 50’.

7. Approach:

• Troll with the Tide: Always. It will allow you the most control and the 
ability to drop on bottom dwellers.  It also looks the most natural in strong 
current since most baitfish have no option but to ride the tide. Your lures, 
therefore, will look the most natural.

• Make Lots of short Passes: Your best bet is to reel in and run up tide and 
repeat.

• Change Lure Colors Often:  Since you will be going over the same spot 
again and again, be sure to change colors. For whatever reason, I have no-
ticed that stripers will often shut down on a color and fire back up on a new 
color. I’ve had days where I needed to do this every three passes or so.

• Take a Break: Some channels are more heavily fished than others. Some-
times I’ll take a break to ease off the pressure in a spot I’m working. Re-
peated engine noise will eventually put down the quality of fishing in a 
channel. Periodic breaks can extend the good fishing.
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Strategy: Trolling Rips for Striped Bass From a Boat #170

Example: Structure: Trolling Rips

1. Lure Selection:  With squid and herring being the top two food sources in rips, 
white, pink and amber are the hot colors. While traditionally the most popular 
lure styles for trolling rips are skirted lures, bucktails, parachute jigs and large 
flies, I personally like trolling with unweighted softbaits on lead core, especially 
in springtime conditions that can be very weedy.

2. Work The Signs: Rips seem to fish best in the spring when there is loads of bait 
moving through the area, particularly squid. As usual, peak portions of the tide 
are best.  If there are stripers feeding on bait in a rip, you will most likely see 
signs. 

• Birds: Will be hovering or diving. Sometimes they’ll even drift with the 
tide

• Cruising Fish And Bait: Study the rip; often you’ll see bait spraying at 
the edge or just in front of the rip. Also, look in the leading waves. Often 
you’ll see stripers stemming the tide or cruising through. They’ll come and 
they’ll go.
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2. Work The Signs (cont):

• Bait: Look for squid blasting out of the water as they are pursued by bass, 
sometimes right next to the boat, or schools of sand eels, herring, or other 
baitfish spraying out of the water or highlighted by the sun in the waves.

3. Wind: Wind won’t matter all that much other than the fact some rips can get 
dangerously big if the wind and the tide are against each other. Be very mindful 
of your safety when fishing a heavy-duty rip so that you don’t get swamped.

4. Tide/Current: It’s the current moving over the shoal that creates the turbulence 
that is starting the party, so you need to be aware of the changes in speed and 
direction of the current. Wire line and lead core line are go to options in rips. Al-
though rips tend to be very shallow, the heavy currents associated with them call 
for the extra weight to stay subsurface or near the bottom.

5. Light: In springtime, rips fish all day due to the huge amounts of bait and cool 
water to keep the stripers active.  

6. Depth: Rips are often shallow so the fish will be at all levels of the water column. 
Ideally you want your lures to be a deep as possible where the larger fish will be.
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7. Approach: Schools of baitfish are getting swept by the tide over the sand bar or 
reef, making them vulnerable to stripers that are lying right on or behind the 
rip line, waiting in ambush to pick off unsuspecting prey. Basically the name of 
the game is to present your lures in a manner that imitates baitfish being swept 
down tide and then struggling to swim against the current when pursued by 
predators. Unlike the casting method outlined above where you are stemming 
the tide, you will be in constant motion working an “s-pattern” or “crab walk-
ing” in front of the rip.

• Steps:

1. Approach the rip head on.

2. About 200’ in front of the rip, begin a turn to start positioning the 
boat so that it is parallel to the rip.

3. Keep heading this direction until the lines are almost parallel to the 
rip, perhaps 20’ in front of the first line of waves.

4. Turn up tide, and away for the rip. This will allow your lures to swing 
over the rip in a horizontal presentation before changing direction to 
follow the boat up tide. This is where the strike will usually occur.

5. Once the lures pull out of the rip, repeat the process. NOTE: You can 
walk back and forth over a tight area.




